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Abstract: Information retrieval (IR) is one of the most important research and development areas due
to the explosion of digital data and the need of accessing relevant information from huge corpora.
Although IR systems function well for technologically advanced languages such as English, this is not
the case for morphologically complex, under-resourced and less-studied languages such as Amharic.
Amharic is a Semitic language characterized by a complex morphology where thousands of words are
generated from a single root form through inflection and derivation. This has made the development
of Amharic natural language processing (NLP) tools a challenging task. Amharic adhoc retrieval also
faces challenges due to scarcity of linguistic resources, tools and standard evaluation corpora. In this
research work, we investigate the impact of morphological features on the representation of Amharic
documents and queries for adhoc retrieval. We also analyze the effects of stem-based and root-based
text representation, and proposed new Amharic IR system architecture. Moreover, we present the
resources and corpora we constructed for evaluation of Amharic IR systems and other NLP tools.
We conduct various experiments with a TREC-like approach for Amharic IR test collection using a
standard evaluation framework and measures. Our findings show that root-based text representation
outperforms the conventional stem-based representation on Amharic IR.

Keywords: information retrieval; adhoc retrieval; Amharic; complex morphology; corpus; resources

1. Introduction

Searching digital information on the Web or a large corpus has become part of the
human daily life. Information Retrieval (IR) is concerned with searching relevant docu-
ments to a user’s query from a document collection. Both the research community and
the industry have been very active in this field for more than 60 years [1]. Nowadays, IR
has gained much attention due to the explosion of digital data and the need of accessing
relevant information from huge corpus quickly and accurately.

The ability of an IR system to retrieve relevant documents effectively should be tested
and its performance should be evaluated systematically. Performance evaluation of an IR
system is indeed very crucial for scientific progress [2,3]. IR has an old history of evaluation.
In adhoc retrieval, where the task for the system is to retrieve relevant documents for a given
query within a fixed size corpus, both the evaluation framework and effectiveness measures
are well established. Test collections are the most widely used resources for performance
evaluation [4]. A standard adhoc retrieval test collection consists of three components: a
corpus of documents to be searched in, a set of users’ information needs or topics, and the
associated relevance judgments indicating which documents are relevant for which topics.
A large number of shared tasks rely on such collections. Some of the well-known text
collections and evaluation programs are Cranfield project [5], Text REtrieval Conference
(TREC) and more specifically TREC adhoc [6], Cross-Language Evaluation Forum (CLEF) [3],
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and NACSIS Test Collection for Information Retrieval (NTCIR) [7]. The IR international
conferences such as TREC, CLEF, NTCIR, INEX, and FIRE are held based on their own
test collections.

IR systems work based on documents produced in natural language and consequently,
the performance of IR is affected by the characteristics of the language [8]. As a result,
NLP has been employed to improve the effectiveness of IR systems. For example, NLP
tools and resources provide a means to find index terms and query terms that improve
search results. Linguistic variation has significant impact on IR effectiveness as it leads to
the omission of relevant documents to users’ queries [8]. This calls for the need of dealing
with language specific issues to improve the performance of IR systems. Thus, NLP has
long attracted the attention of the IR community [9–11]. The morphology, orthography,
tokenization, syntax, semantics, and compound splitting of a language are some of the
issues to be considered while developing an IR system. Many languages have several word
forms generated from a single word due to morphology and orthography. Identifying
the basic units of words is more difficult for morphologically complex languages than
for simple languages [12]. Performing simple matching between words generated from
the same root is not sufficient while retrieving relevant documents to a user query [13].
Numerous researches have been conducted to develop IR system, to construct resources
and corpora for resourceful languages such as English, French, and German. This is not,
however, the case for under-resourced languages such as Amharic [14].

Amharic is one of the under-resourced languages where, in comparison with techno-
logically advanced languages, few attempts have been made to develop Amharic NLP tools,
applications, resources and corpora [15–17]. Among the few efforts are the development
of stemmer [18,19], morphological analyzer [16,20–22], part-of-speech tagger [15,23,24],
resources [25–27], and corpus [28–30]. However, the existing tools, resources and corpora
are not fully functional, limiting their usability for IR [31]. Furthermore, the number of
studies reported on Amharic IR and related applications are considerably limited compared
to what is carried out for other languages such as English. The morphological complexity
of Amharic creates a challenge on the development and retrieval effectiveness of Amharic
IR. Thus, in order to come up with an effective IR system, one has to deal with the complex
morphological features of the language which itself leads to complex grammatical structure.
As a result, finding effective term (word) representation for documents and queries has
been an issue of theoretical discussion in Amharic IR.

In many languages, the use of surface forms of words to represent documents and
queries is not a choice due to the proliferation of words that can be generated from a single
root form. Thus, the word forms that are considered for document and query representation
are stems and roots. Although some efforts have been made to develop Amharic IR systems
using stems, the effectiveness of the systems with respect to the use of various forms has
not been systematically analyzed [32]. This current research analyzes the use of stems and
roots for content representation and investigates their effects on Amharic IR.

It is noted that a reference collection, annotated corpora and scientifically built re-
sources would assist to carry out more research and development works on Amharic IR and
NLP. To advance research on the development of Amharic NLP tools and IR system, there
should be scientifically built resources and test collections. The development of Amharic
NLP tools is a non-trivial task because of its complex morphology. Thus, the creation
of morphologically annotated Amharic corpus is a long-sought resource for the research
community. Morphological annotation of a language is the process of assigning linguistic
information such as part-of-speech (POS) and morphological features to recognize each
word in a document [33]. Morphological analyzers can help to automatically annotate text
corpus. With regard to Amharic, there have been few attempts to develop morphological
analyzers [16,21,22]. These tools are at a prototype stage and they are also limited in scope.
The unavailability of full-fledged low-level Amharic NLP tools makes it difficult to create
annotated corpus automatically. Moreover, there is lack of standard reference collection
making it a major impediment to the development of Amharic IR and NLP tools. The
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objective of this research work is: (1) to promote publicly accessible Amharic resources
including a standard test collection for IR, morphologically annotated corpora and com-
piled stopwords list; and (2) to design Amharic IR system by investigating the optimal
representation of documents and queries considering both root-based and stem-based text
representations.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes Amharic language
and its morphology. Section 3 discusses related work. In Section 4, we present the proposed
Amharic IR system architecture along with various options to represent Amharic documents
and queries. Section 5 presents the evaluation framework of the proposed Amharic adhoc
retrieval system including the presentation of the resources and corpora, experimental
setup, and experimental results. In Section 6, we present our conclusion and put forward
further research directions.

2. Amharic Language
2.1. Amharic Writing System

Amharic is the working language of the government of Ethiopia currently having an
estimated population of over 117 million [34]. It is the second most commonly spoken
Semitic language in the world after Arabic [35]. Although many languages are spoken in
Ethiopia, Amharic is the lingua franca and the most literary language serving as a medium
of instruction in the education system of the country for a long period. Amharic uses
Ethiopic alphabet and has 34 base characters along with modifications on the respective
base characters. The alphabet is conveniently written in a tabular format of seven columns.
The first column represents the basic form with vowel /U/ and the other six orders
represent modifications with vowels in the order of /
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tense, aspect, and mood. An Amharic word might take up to four prefixes and five suf-
fixes [18]. For example, the word ያላስተሳሰርኳቸውንና /jalasɨtəsasərɨkwatʃəwɨnɨna/ is constructed 
from four prefixes (የ /jə preposition/, አል /ʔəlɨ negation/, አስ /ʔəsɨ causative/, ተ /tə recipro-
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verbs can be derived from verbal roots. The derivation of words from verbal roots usually 
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/, and /bo/. Furthermore, there are labialized characters
such as /bwa/, /mwa/, /twa/, /qwa/, /rwa/, etc. The language has also its
own punctuations such as ‘ ’ (full stop), ‘ ’ (comma), ‘ ’ (semicolon), ‘ ’ (colon), ‘ ’ (preface
colon), etc. It also borrows some punctuation marks such as ‘?’ and ‘!’ from Latin alphabet.
Although Ethiopic alphabet has numeral system, the Arabic numeral system is rather most
commonly used by Amharic.

2.2. Amharic Morphology

Amharic has complex morphology where many words could be generated through
inflectional and derivational processes from other word forms. Many surface forms of
words can be formed from a base form through complex affixation, reduplication, and
Semitic stem interdigitation. Amharic words can be marked for a number of functions. For
example, a verb can be marked for a combination of person, case, gender, number, tense,
aspect, and mood. An Amharic word might take up to four prefixes and five suffixes [18].
For example, the word /jalas
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accusative/, and /na conjunction/). Thousands of words can be generated
from an Amharic root or its stems by changing the shape of characters in a stem or root,
inserting vowels between root radicals, reduplicating one of the characters of the stem
or word itself, and by adding affixes on stems [22]. There are multiple stem templates
for verbal words. However, all variants have a single root representation template. The
majority of words in the language are generated from verbal roots. Nouns, adjectives,
and adverbs can be derived from verbal roots. The derivation of words from verbal roots
usually involves stem formation followed by word formation. Amharic roots are the base
of stems which in turn are the base of many surface forms of words (see Table 1).
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Table 1. Stem and word formation.

Root Stem Word in Surface Form
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sinəgɨratʃəwɨ/, etc. 

ል-ም-ድ /l-m-d/ 
ለመድ /ləmədɨ/ ለመደ /ləmədə/, ተለመደ /tələmədə/, etc. 
ላመድ /lamədɨ/ መላመዱ /məlamədu/, አላመደች /ʔəlamədətʃɨ/, etc. 
ልምድ /lɨmɨdɨ/ ልምዳችን /lɨmɨdatʃɨnɨ/, በልምዷ /bəlɨmɨdwa/, etc. 

ስ-ክ-ር /s-k-r/ 
ስካር /sɨkarɨ/ ስካሩ /sɨkaru/, በስካራቸው /bəsɨkaratʃəwɨ/, etc. 
ሰከር /səkərɨ/ ሰከረ /səkərə/, አሰከረ /ʔəsəkərə/, ሰከሩ /səkəru/, etc. 
ስከር /sɨkərɨ/ መስከር /məsɨkər/, አለመስከሬ /ʔələməsɨkəre/, ስከሩ /sɨkəru/, etc. 

Amharic verbal stems are formed from verbal roots by inserting vowels between 
radicals (consonants). For example, the verbal stems ንገር /nɨgərɨ/, ላመድ /lamədɨ/ and ሰከር 
/səkərɨ/ are derived from the verbal roots ን-ግ-ር /n-b-r/, ል-ም-ድ /l-m-d/ and ስ-ክ-ር /s-k-r/, re-
spectively. The patterns of these stem formations from the roots are ን-እ-ግ-ኧ-ር /n-ɨ-g-ə-r-ɨ/, 
ል-ኣ-ም-ኧ-ድ /l-a-m-ə-d-ɨ/, and ሰ-ኧ-ከ-ኧ-ር /s-ə-k-ə-r-ɨ/, respectively. Here ን /n/, ግ /g/, ር /r/, ል /l/, 
ም /m/, ድ /d/, ስ /s/, ክ /k/ and ር /r/ are consonants (C) whereas እ, ኧ, and ኣ are vowels (V). 
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In general, the formation of thousands of words, especially from verbal roots makes 
the analysis, annotation and tagging of Amharic text a difficult task. This level of mor-
phological complexity has significantly contributed to the difficulty of producing lin-
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tense, aspect, and mood. An Amharic word might take up to four prefixes and five suf-
fixes [18]. For example, the word ያላስተሳሰርኳቸውንና /jalasɨtəsasərɨkwatʃəwɨnɨna/ is 
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ል-ም-ድ /l-m-d/ 
ለመድ /ləmədɨ/ ለመደ /ləmədə/, ተለመደ /tələmədə/, etc. 
ላመድ /lamədɨ/ መላመዱ /məlamədu/, አላመደች /ʔəlamədətʃɨ/, etc. 
ልምድ /lɨmɨdɨ/ ልምዳችን /lɨmɨdatʃɨnɨ/, በልምዷ /bəlɨmɨdwa/, etc. 

ስ-ክ-ር /s-k-r/ 
ስካር /sɨkarɨ/ ስካሩ /sɨkaru/, በስካራቸው /bəsɨkaratʃəwɨ/, etc. 
ሰከር /səkərɨ/ ሰከረ /səkərə/, አሰከረ /ʔəsəkərə/, ሰከሩ /səkəru/, etc. 
ስከር /sɨkərɨ/ መስከር /məsɨkər/, አለመስከሬ /ʔələməsɨkəre/, ስከሩ /sɨkəru/, etc. 

Amharic verbal stems are formed from verbal roots by inserting vowels between 
radicals (consonants). For example, the verbal stems ንገር /nɨgərɨ/, ላመድ /lamədɨ/ and ሰከር 
/səkərɨ/ are derived from the verbal roots ን-ግ-ር /n-b-r/, ል-ም-ድ /l-m-d/ and ስ-ክ-ር /s-k-r/, re-
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In general, the formation of thousands of words, especially from verbal roots makes 
the analysis, annotation and tagging of Amharic text a difficult task. This level of mor-
phological complexity has significantly contributed to the difficulty of producing lin-
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Semitic stem interdigitation. Amharic words can be marked for a number of functions. 
For example, a verb can be marked for a combination of person, case, gender, number, 
tense, aspect, and mood. An Amharic word might take up to four prefixes and five suf-
fixes [18]. For example, the word ያላስተሳሰርኳቸውንና /jalasɨtəsasərɨkwatʃəwɨnɨna/ is 
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Amharic verbal stems are formed from verbal roots by inserting vowels between
radicals (consonants). For example, the verbal stems /n
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/, respectively. Here /n/, /g/, /r/,
/l/, /m/, /d/, /s/, /k/ and /r/ are consonants (C) whereas , , and are vowels
(V). Depending on the types of verbs, stems are produced based on template structures in
various forms such as perfective, imperfective, jussive, imperative, etc. [36]. For example,
the template structures of tri-radicals verb types is presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Templates of tri-radical verbs types.

Verb Form
- - /s-b-r/ - /f-l-g/ - - /m-r-k/

Stem Template Stem Template Stem Template

Perfect /sUbUr
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Word formation from verbal stems is completed by attaching different affixes such as
infinitive, gerund, person, gender, number, case, passive, tense/aspect, genitive, accusative,
mood, etc. For example, from the verbal stem /nUgUr
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involves stem formation followed by word formation. Amharic roots are the base of stems 
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various forms such as perfective, imperfective, jussive, imperative, etc. [36]. For example, 
the template structures of tri-radicals verb types is presented in Table 2. 

Table 2. Templates of tri-radical verbs types. 
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Gerund ስኧብር /səbɨrɨ/ CVCC ፍኧልግ /fəlɨgɨ/ CVCC መኣርክ /marɨkɨ/ CVCC 
Infinitive ስብኧር /sɨbərɨ/ CCVC ፍኧልኧግ /fɨələgɨ/ CVCVC መኣርኧክ /marəkɨ/ CVCVC 

Word formation from verbal stems is completed by attaching different affixes such 
as infinitive, gerund, person, gender, number, case, passive, tense/aspect, genitive, ac-
cusative, mood, etc. For example, from the verbal stem ነገር /nəgərɨ/, it is possible to gen-
erate the following words: ነገርኳቸው /nəgərɨkwatʃəwɨ ‘I told them’/, ተነገረች /tənəgərətʃɨ ‘she 
has been told’/, ነገረኝ /nəgərəɲɨ ‘he told me’/, ነገርሽው /nəgərɨʃɨwɨ ‘you told him’/, etc. Words 
generated from stems could have both prefixes and suffixes. For example, the word 
ስላልተደወለላቸውና /sɨlalɨtədəwələlatʃəwɨna/ has three prefixes (ስለ /sɨlə preposition/, አል /ʔəlɨ ne-
gation/, ተ /tə passivizer/), a perfective stem ደወል /dəwəlɨ/ and four suffixes (ኧ /ə/, ል /lɨ 
beneficative/, አቸው /ʔətʃəwɨ [3rd person, plural]/, ና /na conjunction/). Many words are also 
formed through inflectional process. Amharic nouns and adjectives are inflected with 
number, person, gender, definiteness, etc. to form many words in surface forms. Some 
Amharic functional words such as prepositions, conjunctions, etc. also undergo mor-
phological process to form variants. They exist either by merging with each other or by 
affixation with other words. For example, from the word ሌላ /lela ‘other’/ variants that 
could be generated include ሌላዎች /lelawətʃɨ/, የሌላ /jəlela/, ከሌላ /kəlela/, በሌላ /bəlela/, የሌሎች 
/jəlelotʃɨ/, ስለሌሎቻችን /sɨləlelotʃatʃɨnɨ/, ሌላው /lelawɨ/, etc. 

In general, the formation of thousands of words, especially from verbal roots makes 
the analysis, annotation and tagging of Amharic text a difficult task. This level of mor-
phological complexity has significantly contributed to the difficulty of producing lin-
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spective base characters. The alphabet is conveniently written in a tabular format of 
seven columns. The first column represents the basic form with vowel ኧ /ə/ and the other 
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/ʔɨ/, and ኦ /ʔo/. For example, the base character በ /bə/ has the following modifications: ቡ 
/bu/, ቢ /bi/, ባ /ba/, ቤ /be/, ብ /bɨ/, and ቦ /bo/. Furthermore, there are labialized characters 
such as ቧ /bwa/, ሟ /mwa/, ቷ /twa/, ቋ /qwa/, ሯ /rwa/, etc. The language has also its own 
punctuations such as ‘።’ (full stop), ‘፣’ (comma), ‘፤’ (semicolon), ‘፥’ (colon), ‘፦’ (preface 
colon), etc. It also borrows some punctuation marks such as ‘?’ and ‘!’ from Latin alpha-
bet. Although Ethiopic alphabet has numeral system, the Arabic numeral system is rather 
most commonly used by Amharic. 

2.2. Amharic Morphology 
Amharic has complex morphology where many words could be generated through 
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the characters of the stem or word itself, and by adding affixes on stems [22]. There are 
multiple stem templates for verbal words. However, all variants have a single root 
representation template. The major-ity of words in the language are generated from verbal 
roots. Nouns, adjectives, and ad-verbs can be derived from verbal roots. The derivation of 
words from verbal roots usually 
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or word itself, and by adding affixes on stems [22]. There are multiple stem templates for 
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uses Ethiopic alphabet and has 34 base characters along with modifications on the re-
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words can be formed from a base form through complex affixation, reduplication, and 
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characters in a stem or root, inserting vowels between root radicals, reduplicating one of 
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representation template. The major-ity of words in the language are generated from verbal 
roots. Nouns, adjectives, and ad-verbs can be derived from verbal roots. The derivation of 
words from verbal roots usually 
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Amharic is the working language of the government of Ethiopia currently having an 
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uses Ethiopic alphabet and has 34 base characters along with modifications on the re-
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modifications: ቡ /bu/, ቢ /bi/, ባ /ba/, ቤ /be/, ብ /bɨ/, and ቦ /bo/. Furthermore, there are 
labialized characters such as ቧ /bwa/, ሟ /mwa/, ቷ /twa/, ቋ /qwa/, ሯ /rwa/, etc. The 
language has also its own punctuations such as ‘።’ (full stop), ‘፣’ (comma), ‘፤’ (semicolon), 
‘፥’ (colon), ‘፦’ (preface colon), etc. It also borrows some punctuation marks such as ‘?’ 
and ‘!’ from Latin alpha-bet. Although Ethiopic alphabet has numeral system, the Arabic 
numeral system is rather most commonly used by Amharic. 

2.2. Amharic Morphology 
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inflectional and derivational processes from other word forms. Many surface forms of 
words can be formed from a base form through complex affixation, reduplication, and 
Semitic stem interdigitation. Amharic words can be marked for a number of functions. 
For example, a verb can be marked for a combination of person, case, gender, number, 
tense, aspect, and mood. An Amharic word might take up to four prefixes and five suf-
fixes [18]. For example, the word ያላስተሳሰርኳቸውንና /jalasɨtəsasərɨkwatʃəwɨnɨna/ is constructed 
from four prefixes (የ /jə preposition/, አል /ʔəlɨ negation/, አስ /ʔəsɨ causative/, ተ /tə recipro-
cal/); the perfective verb (አሰር /ʔəsərɨ ‘tie’/); and four suffixes (ኩ /ku first person singular 
subject marker for perfect verb/, አቸው /ʔətʃəwɨ third person plural object marker for per-
fective verb/, ን /nɨ accusative/, and ና /na conjunction/). Thousands of words can be gener-
ated from an Amharic root or its stems by changing the shape of characters in a stem or 
root, inserting vowels between root radicals, reduplicating one of the characters of the stem 
or word itself, and by adding affixes on stems [22]. There are multiple stem templates for 
verbal words. However, all variants have a single root representation template. The major-
ity of words in the language are generated from verbal roots. Nouns, adjectives, and ad-
verbs can be derived from verbal roots. The derivation of words from verbal roots usually 
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[3rd person, plural]/, /na conjunction/). Many words
are also formed through inflectional process. Amharic nouns and adjectives are inflected
with number, person, gender, definiteness, etc. to form many words in surface forms.
Some Amharic functional words such as prepositions, conjunctions, etc. also undergo
morphological process to form variants. They exist either by merging with each other or
by affixation with other words. For example, from the word /lela ‘other’/ variants that
could be generated include /lelawUt
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In general, the formation of thousands of words, especially from verbal roots makes the
analysis, annotation and tagging of Amharic text a difficult task. This level of morphological
complexity has significantly contributed to the difficulty of producing linguistic resources
and NLP applications for Amharic. Therefore, the morphological structure of Amharic is
an important issue while developing Amharic NLP tools, resources and applications.

3. Related Work

Semitic languages are known to pose unique challenges in the development of NLP
applications due to their complex morphologies. These challenges are propagated to the
development of IR systems since the effectiveness of IR systems depends on the availability
of various NLP tools and resources. In this section, we discuss the techniques and NLP
resources used to develop IR systems for Semitic languages in general.

Arabic is the largest of the Semitic language family. Arabic IR systems have relatively
a long history [37–39]. Musaid [13] investigated the effectiveness of word-based, stem-
based, and root-based representation of documents and queries. The word-based and
stem-based text representations miss relevant documents while root-based representation
retrieves non-relevant documents. Moukdad [8] compared the effects of stem and root on
Arabic IR. The results of their experiments indicate that the use of stem is more effective
than root. Larkey et al. [37] investigated the effects of light stemming (removal of prefix
and suffix) on Arabic IR. A comparison was made between stem-based and root-based
retrieval. The finding indicates that light stemmer outperforms root analyzer and other
stemmers which are based on detailed morphological analysis. Abdusalam [40] presented
an Arabic text retrieval technique using lexicon-based light stemming. The study evaluated
the effectiveness of lexicon-based light stemming, Arabic patterns, root, expanding query
and filtering foreign words using n-grams on TREC 2001 test collection. According to the
results, the preprocessing techniques such as normalization, stopword removal and light-
stemming improve retrieval results whereas n-grams and roots decrease the performance.
Al-Hadid et al. [41] developed a neural network-based model where documents and queries
are represented using stems and their similarity is computed using cosine similarity. The
lexicon-based stemming and the relevance feedback approaches perform better than light-
stemming approach alone. Ali et al. [42] investigated the effect of morphological analysis on
Arabic IR. A rule-based stemmer was used to extract the root/stem of words to be used as
indexing and searching terms. The results showed slight improvement on IR effectiveness
due to the stemmer.

Hebrew is another Semitic language, spoken mainly in Israel. Carmel [43] presented a
morphological disambiguation tool based on a statistical approach that takes advantage of
an existing morphological analyzer. The approach is context-free and was used for query
analysis and linguistic indexing of text documents. Instead of words, the morphological
patterns were used for disambiguation. The statistical morphological disambiguator re-
turns only the best base form(s), or lemma(s). It makes the decisions of the most likely
set of analyses based on the frequency of the morphological patterns associated with the
analyses of the input word. The disambiguator was tested by integrating with the Hebrew
search engine. It conflates all inflectional forms and the performance of the search engine
increased. Ornan [44] designed Hebrew search engine by applying a rule-based morpholog-
ical analysis. The design of the search engine considers the construction of morphological,
syntactic and semantic analyzers. The search engine eliminates words unsuited both to the
syntax and the semantics of a sentence.

Although Amharic is significantly used in Ethiopia, the status of IR system devel-
opment for the language is relatively at rudimentary level. Alemayehu and Willett [25]
studied the retrieval effectiveness of word-based, stem-based, and root-based text represen-
tations on Amharic language. The experiments were carried out by running 40 queries on
548 documents using OKAPI system and the study concludes that stem-based retrieval is
slightly better than root-based. Mindaye et al. [26] developed an Amharic search engine
using stems. The system was tested with 11 queries on 75 news documents. On this small
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collection, the average precision and recall values they report are 0.65 and 0.95, respectively,
using OR operator in between query terms, and 0.99 and 0.52, respectively, for AND opera-
tor. Argaw et al. [45] developed dictionary-based Amharic-English IR system. Documents
and queries are represented using bag-of-words. In their work, stopwords are removed
using Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) and stopwords list. The average precisions of
0.3615 and 0.4009 were achieved using IDF and stopword list, respectively. Argaw et al. [46]
also have developed dictionary-based Amharic-French IR system with and without word
sense discrimination using bag-of-words approach. Word sense discrimination refers to the
distinction between different word meanings without sense assignment [47]. Stemming
was applied to remove prefix and suffix. The experiments were conducted on the Swedish
Institute of Computer Science (SICS) and Lucene search engines. Stopwords were removed
by using IDF. The authors presented that the results are better when using SICS than Lucene.
The word sense discrimination performs slightly better than non-discrimination.

The effect of query expansion using word embedding was evaluated in some re-
searches. The impact of query expansion on IR based on NLP tools and Word2Vec embed-
ding algorithms was verified in [48]. Continuous Bag of Word (CBOW) and Skip-gram
models were trained on TREC corpus and used to select semantically related terms to the ini-
tial query terms. In order to obtain better retrieval result, the two word embedding models
were combined with stemming. Okapi BM25 probabilistic weighting scheme with default
parameters was used for ranking retrieved documents. The experiment was conducted by
running 72 queries. The mean average precision (MAP) 0.1769 and 0.128 are obtained for
Skip-gram and CBOW models, respectively. Whereas the Normalized Discount cumulative
Gain (NDCG) values 0.4576 and 0.3841 are obtained for skip-gram and CBOW models,
respectively. The use of local and global word embedding in query expansion for adhoc
IR was studied in [49]. The idea was to evaluate the effect of the local word embedding
CBOW and the global word embedding GloVe on query expansion. Various experiments
were conducted on TREC12, Wiki, news, web, and robust corpora after stemming using
Language Modeling (LM) approach. The result indicates that query expansion using local
embedding is better than global embedding for IR. However, the retrieval effectiveness
of query expansion using local embedding is poor. Amharic semantic-based IR system
was developed using BM25 model [50]. Documents and queries were processed by a
stemmer. The retrieval effectiveness of the system was evaluated by running 10 queries on
8759 documents and performed an average recall and precision of 0.84 and 0.23, respectively.
Hadi et al. [51] developed Arabic document retrieval system based on word-embedding
and prospect-guided as query expansion techniques. The deep averaging network in vector
space model, the probabilistic Okapi BM25 model and the two representative word embed-
ding methods for automatic query expansion was used. Various experiments were carried
on TREC test collections. Stemming was performed and has shown a significant impact on
the performance of Arabic text retrieval. Their finding indicates that deep average network
could not improve performance using only BM25. However, the retrieval performance
outperformed all baselines after integrating the two query expansion techniques.

While there are several studies that focused on the development of IR systems for
Semitic languages, most of them have followed the techniques employed for morphologi-
cally simple languages such as English. This has not produced the desired retrieval result as
documents could not be represented appropriately. Only few studies have tried to consider
the issue of document representation in a systematic way [13]. In our approach, we address
this crucial issue of document representation in the development of Amharic IR.

4. Amharic IR System Design and Text Representation

The main objective of this work is to identify the optimal representations for documents
and queries in Amharic IR. Our approach focuses on the selection of the term structures and
stopwords, based on the morphological characteristics of the language. Taking these issues
into consideration, we also proposed an Amharic retrieval system as shown in Figure 1,
which is slightly different from the basic architecture of IR systems. In the architecture
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we propose, stopwords are removed after the application of morphological analysis on
documents and queries. Both documents and queries pass through the same preprocessing
and linguistic text processing modules.
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4.1. Text Preprocessing

The preprocessing involves removal of tags and punctuation, language specific tok-
enization, and character normalization. Punctuation marks are removed as they do not
bear content relevant to IR system. Character normalization is required due to the fact
that some characters have similar pronunciation but different graphemes. The characters

/hU/, /hU/, /hU/ and their modifications are normalized to their corresponding
modifications of /hU/. The character /sU/ and its modifications are normalized to their
corresponding modifications of /sU/. The character /ts’U/ and its modifications are
normalized to their corresponding modifications of /ts’U/. The character /
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lUts’Uhafiwa/,
etc. although some of them rarely appear in a text.

4.2. Morphological Analysis

Morphological analysis is required for stemming and lemmatization where both aim
to conflate variants of words into a unique unit, a stem or a root. These text units are then
used to represent documents and queries for document indexing and query/document
matching. Stemming is usually applied since lemmatization is more computationally
consuming for just slight effectiveness improvements in IR tasks [52]. Stemming has also
been applied in Amharic IR systems [25,26]. In our work, we make the hypothesis that
stemming is insufficient for Amharic and that more sophisticated text analysis should be
used because of the complexity of the language.

Morphological variants of Amharic, especially verbs can have more than one stem
types. From a given Amharic root, more than 10 basic stems could be generated [53]. For
example, the morphological variants /nUgUrU ‘he told’/, /tUnagari ‘orator’/, and

/
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-/, respectively. As a result, stemming provides different stems though the word
variants are semantically similar, which means that Amharic verbal stems need one more
reduction analysis for extracting words’ roots. Indeed, verbal stems are formed from roots
and all variants of an Amharic verb have one common root. For example, the common
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root for the aforementioned examples of morphological variants is - - /n-g-r/. Therefore,
roots are more appropriate than stems for Amharic as roots conflate word variants more
accurately. Thus, we developed a new root-based representation for text representation
for Amharic IR. We test our hypothesis experimentally by considering stem-based and
root-based morphological analyses where extracted basic stems and roots of words from
documents and queries. Basic stems serve for the formation of derived stems and surface
forms of words. In Amharic, basic stems are usually derived from roots by inserting vowels
between radicals.

4.2.1. Stem-Based Morphological Analysis

We created the stem-based index using the basic stems of words. Several words can
be formed by attaching affixes to stems. Therefore, we performed morphological analysis
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basic stems. For example, the morphological analysis used to extract the stems of the words
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Furthermore, basic stems are used to form derived stems, which in turn are used for
the formation of surface forms of words. The derived stems include causative ( - /
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stems. For example, the variants /tUdUwUlU ‘is called’/, /kUmUdUwUlwa ‘as soon
as she called’/, /bU
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uses Ethiopic alphabet and has 34 base characters along with modifications on the re-
spective base characters. The alphabet is conveniently written in a tabular format of 
seven columns. The first column represents the basic form with vowel ኧ /ə/ and the other 
six orders represent modifications with vowels in the order of ኡ /ʔu/, ኢ /ʔi/, ኣ /ʔa/, ኤ /ʔe/, እ 
/ʔɨ/, and ኦ /ʔo/. For example, the base character በ /bə/ has the following modifications: ቡ 
/bu/, ቢ /bi/, ባ /ba/, ቤ /be/, ብ /bɨ/, and ቦ /bo/. Furthermore, there are labialized characters 
such as ቧ /bwa/, ሟ /mwa/, ቷ /twa/, ቋ /qwa/, ሯ /rwa/, etc. The language has also its own 
punctuations such as ‘።’ (full stop), ‘፣’ (comma), ‘፤’ (semicolon), ‘፥’ (colon), ‘፦’ (preface 
colon), etc. It also borrows some punctuation marks such as ‘?’ and ‘!’ from Latin alpha-
bet. Although Ethiopic alphabet has numeral system, the Arabic numeral system is rather 
most commonly used by Amharic. 

2.2. Amharic Morphology 
Amharic has complex morphology where many words could be generated through 

inflectional and derivational processes from other word forms. Many surface forms of 
words can be formed from a base form through complex affixation, reduplication, and 
Semitic stem interdigitation. Amharic words can be marked for a number of functions. 
For example, a verb can be marked for a combination of person, case, gender, number, 
tense, aspect, and mood. An Amharic word might take up to four prefixes and five suf-
fixes [18]. For example, the word ያላስተሳሰርኳቸውንና /jalasɨtəsasərɨkwatʃəwɨnɨna/ is 
constructed from four prefixes (የ /jə preposition/, አል /ʔəl   ɨ    negation/, አስ /ʔəsɨ 
causative/, ተ /tə recipro-cal/); the perfective verb (አሰር /ʔəsərɨ ‘tie’/); and four suffixes (ኩ /
ku first person singular subject marker for perfect verb/, አቸው /ʔətʃəwɨ third person plural 
object marker for per-fective verb/, ን /nɨ accusative/, and ና /na conjunction/). Thousands 
of words can be gener-ated from an Amharic root or its stems by changing the shape of 
characters in a stem or root, inserting vowels between root radicals, reduplicating one of 
the characters of the stem or word itself, and by adding affixes on stems [22]. There are 
multiple stem templates for verbal words. However, all variants have a single root 
representation template. The major-ity of words in the language are generated from verbal 
roots. Nouns, adjectives, and ad-verbs can be derived from verbal roots. The derivation of 
words from verbal roots usually 
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characters in a stem or root, inserting vowels between root radicals, reduplicating one of 
the characters of the stem or word itself, and by adding affixes on stems [22]. There are 
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documents and queries. Section 5 presents the evaluation framework of the proposed 
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such as ቧ /bwa/, ሟ /mwa/, ቷ /twa/, ቋ /qwa/, ሯ /rwa/, etc. The language has also its own 
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colon), etc. It also borrows some punctuation marks such as ‘?’ and ‘!’ from Latin alpha-
bet. Although Ethiopic alphabet has numeral system, the Arabic numeral system is rather 
most commonly used by Amharic. 

2.2. Amharic Morphology 
Amharic has complex morphology where many words could be generated through 

inflectional and derivational processes from other word forms. Many surface forms of 
words can be formed from a base form through complex affixation, reduplication, and 
Semitic stem interdigitation. Amharic words can be marked for a number of functions. 
For example, a verb can be marked for a combination of person, case, gender, number, 
tense, aspect, and mood. An Amharic word might take up to four prefixes and five suf-
fixes [18]. For example, the word ያላስተሳሰርኳቸውንና /jalasɨtəsasərɨkwatʃəwɨnɨna/ is 
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causative/, ተ /tə recipro-cal/); the perfective verb (አሰር /ʔəsərɨ ‘tie’/); and four suffixes (ኩ /
ku first person singular subject marker for perfect verb/, አቸው /ʔətʃəwɨ third person plural 
object marker for per-fective verb/, ን /nɨ accusative/, and ና /na conjunction/). Thousands 
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characters in a stem or root, inserting vowels between root radicals, reduplicating one of 
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roots. Nouns, adjectives, and ad-verbs can be derived from verbal roots. The derivation of 
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-/.
With regard to their meaning, there is no conceptual difference between derived and basic
stems. Moreover, the origins of derived stems are basic stems, and basic stems are the
shortest and the most common stems for many variants (see Table 3 where core meaning
is ‘kill’). For the stem-based indexing and retrieval, we represent the variants of words by
their basic stems.

Table 3. Derived and basic stems in Amharic.

Variant Derived Stem Basic Stem
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words can be formed from a base form through complex affixation, reduplication, and 
Semitic stem interdigitation. Amharic words can be marked for a number of functions. 
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causative/, ተ /tə recipro-cal/); the perfective verb (አሰር /ʔəsərɨ ‘tie’/); and four suffixes (ኩ /
ku first person singular subject marker for perfect verb/, አቸው /ʔətʃəwɨ third person plural 
object marker for per-fective verb/, ን /nɨ accusative/, and ና /na conjunction/). Thousands 
of words can be gener-ated from an Amharic root or its stems by changing the shape of 
characters in a stem or root, inserting vowels between root radicals, reduplicating one of 
the characters of the stem or word itself, and by adding affixes on stems [22]. There are 
multiple stem templates for verbal words. However, all variants have a single root 
representation template. The major-ity of words in the language are generated from verbal 
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characters in a stem or root, inserting vowels between root radicals, reduplicating one of 
the characters of the stem or word itself, and by adding affixes on stems [22]. There are 
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Although basic stems are better to conflate more variants than derived stems, more
than one type of basic stems exist for variants (see Table 3). Therefore, in case of verbs, it
is impossible to conflate Amharic variants even using basic stems. However, variants of
primary nouns, adjectives, and adverbs have one common basic stem. Therefore, verbs
and words derived from verbs need further morphological analysis to be represented by
a common form. The morphological analysis of some words requires palatalization to
extract basic stems. This has been achieved after separating - and - from a stem. For
example, the morphological analyses of the words /jUgodZiwot
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4.2.2. Root-Based Morphological Analysis

Roots are the bases for the formation of verbal stems and many Amharic words as
the origin of verbs and words derived from the verbal stems is root. Stem and root have
the same form for primary nouns, adjectives, adverbs, and functional words. For Amharic
nouns, adjectives, and adverbs derived directly from verbal roots and stems, we proposed
the roots of their corresponding verbs as index and query terms. For example, the morpho-
logical analysis of the verb /kUsUbUr
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e
[pre]-[stem]-[1,s]-[3,p]-[foc] [stem]-[nom]-[1,s]
_ - - _ _ _ - - _ _

[pre]-[root]-[1,s]-[3,p]-[foc] [root]-[nom]-[1,s,pos]

Adjectives derived from primary nouns are represented using the root of the corre-
sponding nouns. Nouns derived from primary adjectives are also represented using the
root of the corresponding adjectives. The root representation of primary nouns, adjectives,
adverbs and functional words is different from verbal root representation. For example,
the root of the noun /mUkinawa ‘her car’/, /dUgag
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representation template. The major-ity of words in the language are generated from verbal 
roots. Nouns, adjectives, and ad-verbs can be derived from verbal roots. The derivation of 
words from verbal roots usually 

‘long’/ are - - /m-s-l/ and
- - /r-z-m/, respectively. The reduced form of some variants of a verb is represented by

the corresponding radical form. For instance, the root of the verb /motU ‘he died’/ and
/norU ‘he lived’/ are - - and - - , respectively. Morphological variants of Amharic

words, especially verbs can have more than one stem, but still a common root. All variants
of an Amharic verb can thus be represented by a single root during indexing. On the other
hand, semantically unrelated words hardly ever have a common root. To sum up, basic
stem text representation is robust to represent primary noun, adjectives and adverbs, and
functional words whereas root is robust to represent all types of words, including verbs.

4.3. Amharic Stopword Identification and Removal

One of the major preprocessing tasks in IR and many other text processing applications
is stopword removal. Accordingly, stopword lists have been constructed for many lan-
guages. However, standard stopword list is unavailable for Amharic IR yet. The common
trend for identifying and removing stopwords is to do it before applying morphological
analysis on words in a text. This is also what has been carried out in the previous Amharic
IR studies. We think this is an inappropriate way to consider stopwords for Amharic.
Some Amharic stopwords do not necessarily exist as standalone words and others may
appear with other words as prefix and suffix. For example, ‘the’ is usually considered as a
stopword in English; its Amharic equivalent is a suffix ‘- /-
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/’ that does
not appear as a standalone word. Accordingly, ‘the house’ and ‘the student’, for instance,
are equivalent to ‘ /bet
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na/, etc. Furthermore, some stopwords
merge with each other or other words to form new words. Thus, it is impossible to find
and remove most Amharic stopwords before the application of morphological analysis.
This calls for a different consideration for Amharic stopword identification and removal in
comparison with morphologically simpler languages such as English.

As we designed stem-based and root-based Amharic IR system, we also constructed
stopword lists based on stem and root forms. In either of the cases, stopwords are identified
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after morphological segmentation of words from a large corpus of documents representing
various domains and sources. For example, words such as /s
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[pre]-[stem]-[p]-[foc] [com]-[neg]-[cau]-[stem]-[3,p]

Similar to the stem-based stopword list, the root-based stopwords were built based on
the root-based morphological process as shown in the following example.

_ - - _ _ _ _ _ - _
kU_t-l-k’_ot
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Statistical information about terms plays a significant role for identification of stop-
words. However, the notion of term depends on the characteristics of languages. For
morphologically simple languages such as English, stems can be considered as terms. How-
ever, this is not exactly the case with morphologically complex languages such as Amharic.
We hypothesize that morphemes used to form Amharic words can be used as a basis for
computing term statistics. Thus, in this work, we consider morphemes as terms. Both
the stem-based and root-based stopwords were created based on the aggregation of the
morpheme statistical information (frequency, mean, variance and entropy) from Amharic
corpus. Accordingly, for the entire documents that we collected, we compute frequency,
mean, variance and entropy of each morpheme in order to generate corpus-based Amharic
stopword list as detailed below.

The frequency of morpheme is represented by document frequency and collection
frequency. The document frequency of a morpheme is the number of documents where
the morpheme occurs whereas the collection frequency is the total morpheme frequency
throughout the corpus. In this work, we used un-normalized morpheme frequency. Mor-
phemes were ranked according to their document frequency and collection frequency.
Then, a threshold value was used to determine stopwords. Morphemes that are evenly
distributed throughout the collection and satisfy the threshold value are considered as
stopwords. The document frequency df of each morpheme is computed as:

d f (Mi) =
N

∑
i=1

morpheme_ status(Di) (1)

where Mi is the ith morpheme in the corpus, Di is the ith document in the corpus, N is the
total number of morphemes in the collection. If a morpheme appears in a given document,
its status is 1 otherwise 0. The collection frequency cf of each morpheme is computed as:

c f (Mi) =
N

∑
i=1

MFDi (2)

where MFDi is the morpheme frequency in each document, N is the total number of
documents in the corpus.

The mean value of each morpheme is used to measure the overall distribution of
morphemes in the whole corpus. The mean probability mp of each unique morpheme in
all documents is computed as:

mp(Mi) =
∑N

i=1 p(Mi)

N
(3)
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where N is total number of documents and p(Mi) is morpheme probability which is com-
puted as:

p(Mi) =
MF
TM

(4)

where MF is morpheme frequency in each document and TM is the total number of
morphemes in a document.

The variance of morphemes is used to check the distribution of morphemes throughout
the documents in the corpus. Variance v is computed as:

v(Mi) =
∑n

i=1(n(Mi)−m(Mi))
2

N
(5)

where v(Mi) is the ith morpheme variance, N is the total number of distinct morphemes in
the document, n(Mi) is normalized morpheme frequency in a document and m(Mi) is mean
value computed as follows.

m(Mi) =
∑n

i=1 MF
N

(6)

where MF is morpheme frequency and N is the number of words in a document.
Entropy is used to measure the information value e of each morpheme in the corpus.

This method is based on the amount of information a morpheme carries. Stopwords are
known to have low explanatory values. If the entropy value of a word is high, then the
information value of the word is low. The entropy value of each morpheme in the corpus is
calculated as:

e(Mi) =
n

∑
i=1

p(Mi).log
1

p(Mi)
(7)

where p(Mi) is the probability of morpheme frequency and is calculated by dividing the
morpheme frequency with the total number of morphemes in the document.

The stopwords were selected based on the aggregation of document frequency, mean,
variance and entropy values of morphemes. Initially, four lists each containing the top
250 morphemes were selected using the statistical information of morphemes in the corpus.
Out of these lists, 180 morphemes located across all the four lists were then selected through
empirical analysis (see Table 4).

The final stopword list also includes few words which were selected manually based
on Amharic subword class criteria. These words are functional words used mainly for the
formation of phrases, sentences and paragraphs. These words are characterized by the lack
of meaning by their own, inability to undergo morphological derivation and inflection,
lack of morphemes for various parameters, and they have small word size [53]. It includes
words such as /wUdU ‘towards’/, /
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k ‘instead’/,
etc. Based on this criterion, we selected 42 words. Thus, the final stopword list contains
222 terms.

The stem-based and root-based stopwords are then removed from the respective
documents and queries during the process of indexing and query processing. The stem-
based and root-based stopword lists we have built are re-usable, and they are one of
the outputs of this research as we used a large set of documents from different domains
and sources.

4.4. Indexing

For the purpose of IR, index terms are considered based on their frequency. Computing
the frequency of Amharic terms is not a straightforward as there are several words derived
from the same form. Root–based representation conflates all variants to a common root
whereas stem-based representation does not guarantee this. The root-based representation
can thus better compute the actual term frequency. The stem-based representation computes
term frequency inaccurately for words derived from the same form. For example, variants
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of - - /s-b-r/ are represented by more than one term for word-based and stem-based
representations whereas a single term represents them in root-based representation (see
Table 5 in which the frequency are based on the document presented in Appendix A).

Table 4. Sample bound and free morphemes with highest statistical values.

Morpheme Meaning
Rank

Frequency Mean Variance Entropy

/jU/ of 1 1 1 1
/bU/ by 2 2 2 2
/
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u/ they 3 3 3 3
/
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/ja/ that 25 26 27 25

Table 5. Frequency of terms derived from - - /s-b-r/ in a sample document.
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Frequency
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Generally, the term frequency for root-based representation is higher than or equal to
the stem-based one; so will be the associated with if computed with the usual formula (See
Equation (8)).

w(t, d) = t f .log
N
d f

(8)

where w(t,d) is weight of a term t in a document d, tf is term frequency, N is total number
of documents in a corpus, and df is document frequency. On the other hand, the number
of stem-based terms is larger than or equal to the number of root-based terms in Amharic
documents. For example, in the document presented in Appendix A, there are 405 words,
213 stems and 168 roots. The effect of morphological analysis on Amharic IR using stem-
based and root-based indexes is evaluated in Section 5.
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4.5. Word Embedding

Similar to other languages, in Amharic language semantically related words co-occur
many times in a text document. User information need might be incomplete or contain
all co-occurrence words. As a result of this, relevant documents could not be retrieved.
Therefore, user information need should be completed by query expansion in order to
retrieve more relevant documents. To overcome the problem of vocabulary mismatch
between index term and query term, we used word embedding vector representation
for each word in the vocabulary. Each query terms are expanded by semantically and
syntactically related terms using word2vec developed by Mikolov et al. [54]. To verify
the impact of query expansion on Amharic IR using word embedding algorithms, we
created CBOW and Skip-gram models on stem-based and root-based corpora. CBOW and
skip-gram models capture order relationships between words and they are effective for
NLP tasks involving the use of word similarity and word analogy. We used them to capture
semantic relations between words in queries and relevant documents. Four neural network
models: stem-based with CBOW, stem-based with Skip-gram, root-based with CBOW
and root-based with Skip-gram models are created offline and used for expanding stem-
based and root-based query terms using stem-based and root-based corpora, respectively.
The original query terms are matched with vocabulary words in the models to find their
vector values. Then, the similarity between the features of each original query word and
vocabulary words is computed to identify similar terms for each query term. The similarity
sim between a query term q and a corpus word d is computed using cosine similarity as
shown in Equation (9).

sim(q, d) = ∑i qi.di√
∑i qi2 ∑i di2

(9)

where qi is vector representation of the ith query term and di is the vector representation
of the ith word in the corpus. The top 5 most related terms are used to expand query
terms. Nearest neighbors or syntactically related words are used to expand query. Words
that are used in similar contexts with respect to a given word frequently are used as
expanded terms.

4.6. Matching and Ranking

In the proposed system, the extraction of index and query terms from documents and
user queries uses the same workflow with text preprocessing, morphological analysis and
stopword removal. Searching for relevant documents is based on matching query terms
(representing information need of users) with index terms (representing documents). We
used exact vocabulary term matching which searches documents that contain the query
terms without analyzing the semantics of words and without considering the semantic
connections between them. The retrieval probability of a relevant document for a given
query is different in case of stem-based and root-based retrievals. In general, the retrieval
probability of a relevant document for a given query in case of root-based matching is higher
than stem-based matching. For example, consider the sample document (Appendix A) and
the following four query terms derived from - - /s-b-r/:

1. /s
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3. /sUbara ‘something which is broken’/
4. /
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Usabari ‘cause to break’/.

The document (Appendix A) is relevant to the four queries. The retrieval probability
of the document in the case of stem-based matching is 0.032 for term query (1), 0.017
for (2), 0.004 for (3) and 0 for (4). However, in case of root-based matching, the retrieval
probability of the document (at Appendix A) to the four queries is similar (0.057), which is
better than stem-based matching. Furthermore, the stem-based text representation retrieves
non-relevant documents since it may conflate semantically unrelated words.
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We use Lemur toolkit for ranking. For a given query Q and a collection of retrieved
documents D, the Lemur toolkit ranks retrieval results based on their possible relevance. It
implements both BM25 and language modeling, where the document length is considered.
BM25 ranks documents based on the following equation:

Score (D, Q) =
n

∑
i=1

IDF(qi).
f (qi, D).(k1 + 1)

f (qi, D) + k1.(1− b + b. |D|
avgdl )

(10)

where f (qi,D) is qi’s term frequency in the document D, |D| is the length of the document
D in words, and avgdl is the average document length in the text collection from which
documents are drawn whereas k1 and b are free parameters. IDF (qi) is the inverse document
frequency weight of the query term qi. From Equation (10), Score (D,Q) would be higher
when query terms in Q have higher frequencies in document D. For each qi in Q, the
following inequality holds true for Amharic documents.

fr(qi,D) >= fs(qi,D) >= fw(qi,D) (11)

where fr, fs, and fw denote term frequency in root-based, stem-based and word-based
representations, respectively. Thus, it can be inferred that the root-based representation
of queries and documents provide better information for ranking as fr(qi,D) provides the
highest possible score.

For language modeling, the similarity between a document D and a query Q is
measured by the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between the document model Dθ and
the query model Qθ. The Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence ranking function captures the
term occurrence distributions and computed as:

KL (Qθ, Dθ) = ∑
w∈V

p(w|Qθ) log
p(w|Qθ)

p(w|Dθ)
(12)

where w is word, v is word vector, p(w|Qθ) is estimated query term, p (w|Dθ) is the
smoothed probability of a term seen in the document.

5. Experiment

Since Amharic IR test collection was unavailable, the first task of this research was to
create such resource. We followed the TREC approach so that the general TREC evaluation
framework could also be followed. We also compared the performance of the proposed
system with that of previous studies and Google Amharic.

5.1. Corpora Preparation
5.1.1. Test Collection

Test collection plays a crucial role for designing, developing, and maintaining IR sys-
tems. However, test collection for Amharic adhoc IR did not exist. Thus, we created the first
Amharic IR test collection named 2AIRTC and share it to the IR research community [50].
The test collection was created based on the framework used in TREC and Cranfield project.

The Amharic test collection contains representative documents and topics. The test
collection consists of 12,583 documents, 240 topics and the corresponding relevance judg-
ments. Documents were collected from Web, news agencies, and individuals. The topic
set was created by considering both current issues and the topics that were likely to be
treated in our initial corpus. They cover diverse issues and include short and medium
topics in addition to collocation. The document relevance judgment was made manually
by assessors using a precise guideline. We ran the title fields of the topics on our initial
corpus using Lemur toolkit and Web using Google search engine to acquire a first retrieved
document list of a maximum of 50 documents per topic. We fused both retrieved document
list (Lemur LM and Google retrieval results) on our initial collection and Web documents
for the complementary documents). Each document from the fused list was then judged
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for relevance. Furthermore, exhaustive relevance judgments were performed on some
topics on the document collection to acquire more relevant documents. A document is
marked as relevant based on the narrative information in the topic; thus, it should not
simply contain words from a query but rather fulfill the information need. The summary
of the test collection is presented in Table 6 and more details are available in [50].

Table 6. 2AIRTC relevance judgment statistics.

Parameter Size

Total number of topics 240
Average number of relevant documents per topic 22
Minimum number of relevant documents per topic 10
Maximum number of relevant documents per topic 172

5.1.2. Morphologically Annotated Corpora

Annotated corpora play significant role in the development of NLP tools and the eval-
uation of tasks such as IR. Morphological analysis is one of the fundamental NLP process
to derive stem, root and grammatical parts of words based on its internal structure [21].
This could be carried out manually, automatically by NLP tools such as a morphological
analyzer, or semi-automatically. The existing Amharic morphological analyzers are limited
in scope and function, and are unsuitable for query and document processing. We cre-
ated stem-based and root-based morphologically annotated corpora using semi-automatic
method. These documents are part of our 2AIRTC collection. Each word in each document
in the corpus are morphologically segmented into affixes and base (basic stems or roots).
The stem and root extraction were performed by removing character(s), changing the shape
of character, or simply segmenting stem from the rest of characters (affixes). Different word
classes have different word structures during word formation, but many of them have
prefix(s)-stem, stem-suffix(s), or prefix(s)-stem-suffix(s) word formation structures. The
number of prefixes and suffixes varies from one to five [16]. The general structure of a
morphologically annotated word W is:

[p_]* w [_s]*

where p is a prefix morpheme, “_” is a morphological segment marker, w is the root or stem
of W, s is a suffix morpheme, [ . . . ] denotes optionality, and * denotes the possibility of
multiple occurrence. For example, the verb /kalas
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Root-based corpus annotation: Amharic roots are usually the base of stems and surface 
forms of words whereas stem is the base of surface forms of words. Thus, the origins of 
Amharic words are root rather than stems. Therefore, to analyses the impact of root for 
Amharic IR we created the root-based morphological annotated corpus which is part of 
2AIRTC. Each word in each document is annotated morphologically for segmenting the 
root of each word from the rest of morphemes in a word. Therefore, the root-based cor-
pus contains roots of words and their affixes. For instance, the verb ስላገዳደለቻቸው 
/sɨlagədadələcatʃəw ‘since she makes them to kill each other’/ is annotated as 
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other word classes are annotated. For example, the corresponding root-based annotations 
of sample words for which stem-based annotations are shown above are presented as 
follows. 
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four morphemes are suffixes.

Stem-based corpus annotation: Majorities of Amharic words are composed of stems and
attached affixes. Therefore, the stem-based morphological annotation segments word forms
into more general representation known as basic stem and affixes. For example, the verb
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numeral system is rather most commonly used by Amharic. 
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[p_]* w [_s]* 

where p is a prefix morpheme, “_” is a morphological segment marker, w is the root or 
stem of W, s is a suffix morpheme, […] denotes optionality, and * denotes the possibility 
of multiple occurrence. For example, the verb ካላስተላለፍንባቸውም /kalasɨtəlaləfɨnɨbatʃəwɨmɨ ‘if 
we did not transfer for them [foc]’/ is morphologically segmented as follows. 

The first five morphemes are prefixes; አለፍ /ʔələfɨ/ is the basic stem whereas the last 
four morphemes are suffixes. 

Stem-based corpus annotation: Majorities of Amharic words are composed of stems 
and attached affixes. Therefore, the stem-based morphological annotation segments 
word forms into more general representation known as basic stem and affixes. For ex-
ample, the verb አልተለማመደም /ʔəlɨtələmamədəmɨ ‘he did not practice’/, ረ  ዣ   ዥሞቹ /
rəʒaʒɨmotʃu ‘the longest ones’/, the adjective የብልሆችን /jəbɨlɨhotʃɨnɨ ‘of intelligent [acc]’/, the 
verb በመሆኑ /bəməhonu ‘since it happened’/, the noun በገንዘባችንና /bəgənɨzəbatʃɨnɨna ‘through 
our money’/, and the functional word የሌሎቻችሁን /jəlelotʃatʃɨhunɨ ‘of other [acc]’/ are 
annotated as indi-cated below. 

አልተለማመደም የብልሆችን በመሆኑ 
አል_ተ_ለመድ_ኧ_ም የ_ብልህ_ኦች_ን በ_መ_ሆን_ኡ 
ʔəlɨ_tə_ləmədɨ_ə_mɨ jə_bɨlɨhɨ_ʔotʃɨ_nɨ bə_mə_honɨ_ʔu 
[neg]-[pas]-[stem]-[3,s,m]-[ncom] [gen]-[stem]-[p]-[acc] [pre]-[inf]-[stem]-[def] 

በገንዘባችንና የሌሎቻችሁን ረዣዥሞቹ 
በ_ገንዘብ_አችን_ና የ_ሌላ_ኦች_አችሁ_ን ረዥም_ኦች_ኡ 
bə_gənɨzəbɨ_ʔətʃɨnɨ_na jə_lela_ʔotʃɨ_ʔətʃɨhu_nɨ rəʒɨmɨ_ʔotʃɨ_ʔu 
[pre]-[stem]-[1,p,pos]-[conj] [gen]-[stem]-[p]-[2,p,pos]-[acc] [stem]-[p]-[def] 

Root-based corpus annotation: Amharic roots are usually the base of stems and surface 
forms of words whereas stem is the base of surface forms of words. Thus, the origins of 
Amharic words are root rather than stems. Therefore, to analyses the impact of root for 
Amharic IR we created the root-based morphological annotated corpus which is part of 
2AIRTC. Each word in each document is annotated morphologically for segmenting the 
root of each word from the rest of morphemes in a word. Therefore, the root-based cor-
pus contains roots of words and their affixes. For instance, the verb ስላገዳደለቻቸው 
/sɨlagədadələcatʃəw ‘since she makes them to kill each other’/ is annotated as 
‘ስለ_አ_ግ-ድ-ል_ኧች_አቸው /sɨlə_ʔə_gɨdɨl_ətʃɨ_ʔətʃəw/’. ስለ /sɨlə ‘since’/ is preposition, አ /ʔə/ is caus-
ative, ግ-ድ-ል /g-d-l ‘kill’/ is a root, ኧች /ətʃɨ/ and አቸው /ʔətʃəw/ are person markers. Similarly, 
other word classes are annotated. For example, the corresponding root-based annotations 
of sample words for which stem-based annotations are shown above are presented as 
follows. 
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characters in a stem or root, inserting vowels between root radicals, reduplicating one of 
the characters of the stem or word itself, and by adding affixes on stems [22]. There are 
multiple stem templates for verbal words. However, all variants have a single root 
representation template. The major-ity of words in the language are generated from verbal 
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Root-based corpus annotation: Amharic roots are usually the base of stems and surface 
forms of words whereas stem is the base of surface forms of words. Thus, the origins of 
Amharic words are root rather than stems. Therefore, to analyses the impact of root for 
Amharic IR we created the root-based morphological annotated corpus which is part of 
2AIRTC. Each word in each document is annotated morphologically for segmenting the 
root of each word from the rest of morphemes in a word. Therefore, the root-based cor-
pus contains roots of words and their affixes. For instance, the verb ስላገዳደለቻቸው 
/sɨlagədadələcatʃəw ‘since she makes them to kill each other’/ is annotated as 
‘ስለ_አ_ግ-ድ-ል_ኧች_አቸው /sɨlə_ʔə_gɨdɨl_ətʃɨ_ʔətʃəw/’. ስለ /sɨlə ‘since’/ is preposition, አ /ʔə/ is caus-
ative, ግ-ድ-ል /g-d-l ‘kill’/ is a root, ኧች /ətʃɨ/ and አቸው /ʔətʃəw/ are person markers. Similarly, 
other word classes are annotated. For example, the corresponding root-based annotations 
of sample words for which stem-based annotations are shown above are presented as 
follows. 
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[pre]-[stem]-[1,p,pos]-[conj] [gen]-[stem]-[p]-[2,p,pos]-[acc] [stem]-[p]-[def]

Root-based corpus annotation: Amharic roots are usually the base of stems and sur-
face forms of words whereas stem is the base of surface forms of words. Thus, the ori-
gins of Amharic words are root rather than stems. Therefore, to analyses the impact of
root for Amharic IR we created the root-based morphological annotated corpus which
is part of 2AIRTC. Each word in each document is annotated morphologically for seg-
menting the root of each word from the rest of morphemes in a word. Therefore, the root-
based corpus contains roots of words and their affixes. For instance, the verb
/s
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colon), etc. It also borrows some punctuation marks such as ‘?’ and ‘!’ from Latin alpha-
bet. Although Ethiopic alphabet has numeral system, the Arabic numeral system is rather 
most commonly used by Amharic. 

2.2. Amharic Morphology 
Amharic has complex morphology where many words could be generated through 

inflectional and derivational processes from other word forms. Many surface forms of 
words can be formed from a base form through complex affixation, reduplication, and 
Semitic stem interdigitation. Amharic words can be marked for a number of functions. 
For example, a verb can be marked for a combination of person, case, gender, number, 
tense, aspect, and mood. An Amharic word might take up to four prefixes and five suf-
fixes [18]. For example, the word ያላስተሳሰርኳቸውንና /jalasɨtəsasərɨkwatʃəwɨnɨna/ is 
constructed from four prefixes (የ /jə preposition/, አል /ʔəl   ɨ    negation/, አስ /ʔəsɨ 
causative/, ተ /tə recipro-cal/); the perfective verb (አሰር /ʔəsərɨ ‘tie’/); and four suffixes (ኩ /
ku first person singular subject marker for perfect verb/, አቸው /ʔətʃəwɨ third person plural 
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characters in a stem or root, inserting vowels between root radicals, reduplicating one of 
the characters of the stem or word itself, and by adding affixes on stems [22]. There are 
multiple stem templates for verbal words. However, all variants have a single root 
representation template. The major-ity of words in the language are generated from verbal 
roots. Nouns, adjectives, and ad-verbs can be derived from verbal roots. The derivation of 
words from verbal roots usually 
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u
[pre]-[root]-[1,p,pos]-[conj] [gen]-[root]-[p]-[2,p,pos]-[acc] [root]-[p]-[def]

The root representation of words derived from verbal root is slightly different from
non-verbal root. Roots of verbal are represented by radicals but might not in case of non-
verbal roots. On the other hand, the stem and root of non-verbs have similar representation.
However, the stems and roots of verbs are different. The details of them are presented in
Table 7.

Table 7. Examples of stem and root representation.

Type of Morphology Sample Word Meaning Stem Root

Derived from
verbal root

/s
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involves stem formation followed by word formation. Amharic roots are the base of stems 
which in turn are the base of many surface forms of words (see Table 1). 

Table 1. Stem and word formation. 
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ን-ግ-ር /n-g-r/ 
ንገር /nɨgərɨ/ 
ናገር /nagərɨ/ 
ነግር /nəgɨrɨ/ 

ንገሩ /nɨgəru/, ንገረኝ /nɨgərə  ɲ  ɨ     /, መንገሬ /
mənɨgəre/, etc. ተናገር /tənagərɨ/, መናገራችን /
mənagəratʃɨnɨ/, etc. ሊነግረኝ /linəgɨrəɲɨ/, ሲነግራቸው /
sinəgɨratʃəwɨ/, etc. 

ል-ም-ድ /l-m-d/ 
ለመድ /ləmədɨ/ ለመደ /ləmədə/, ተለመደ /tələmədə/, etc. 
ላመድ /lamədɨ/ መላመዱ /məlamədu/, አላመደች /ʔəlamədətʃɨ/, etc. 
ልምድ /lɨmɨdɨ/ ልምዳችን /lɨmɨdatʃɨnɨ/, በልምዷ /bəlɨmɨdwa/, etc. 

ስ-ክ-ር /s-k-r/ 
ስካር /sɨkarɨ/ ስካሩ /sɨkaru/, በስካራቸው /bəsɨkaratʃəwɨ/, etc. 
ሰከር /səkərɨ/ ሰከረ /səkərə/, አሰከረ /ʔəsəkərə/, ሰከሩ /səkəru/, etc. 
ስከር /sɨkərɨ/ መስከር /məsɨkər/, አለመስከሬ /ʔələməsɨkəre/, ስከሩ /sɨkəru/, etc. 

Amharic verbal stems are formed from verbal roots by inserting vowels between 
radicals (consonants). For example, the verbal stems ንገር /nɨgərɨ/, ላመድ /lamədɨ/ and ሰከር 
/səkərɨ/ are derived from the verbal roots ን-ግ-ር /n-b-r/, ል-ም-ድ /l-m-d/ and ስ-ክ-ር /s-k-r/, re-
spectively. The patterns of these stem formations from the roots are ን-እ-ግ-ኧ-ር /n-ɨ-g-ə-r-ɨ/, 
ል-ኣ-ም-ኧ-ድ /l-a-m-ə-d-ɨ/, and ሰ-ኧ-ከ-ኧ-ር /s-ə-k-ə-r-ɨ/, respectively. Here ን /n/, ግ /g/, ር /r/, ል /l/, 
ም /m/, ድ /d/, ስ /s/, ክ /k/ and ር /r/ are consonants (C) whereas እ, ኧ, and ኣ are vowels (V). 
Depending on the types of verbs, stems are produced based on template structures in 
various forms such as perfective, imperfective, jussive, imperative, etc. [36]. For example, 
the template structures of tri-radicals verb types is presented in Table 2. 

Table 2. Templates of tri-radical verbs types. 

Verb Form 
ስ-ብ-ር /s-b-r/ ፍ-ልግ /f-l-g/ ም-ር-ክ /m-r-k/ 

Stem Template Stem Template  Stem Template 
Perfect ስኧብኧር /səbərɨ/ CVCVC ፍኧልኧግ /fələgɨ/ CVCVC መኣርኧክ /marəkɨ/ CVCVC 
Imperfect ስኧብር /səbɨrɨ/ CVCC ፍኧልግ /fəlɨgɨ/ CVCC መኣርክ /marɨkɨ/ CVCC 
Jussive ስብኧር /sɨbərɨ/ CCVC ፍኧልግ /fəlɨgɨ/ CVCC መኣርክ /marɨkɨ/ CVCC 
Gerund ስኧብር /səbɨrɨ/ CVCC ፍኧልግ /fəlɨgɨ/ CVCC መኣርክ /marɨkɨ/ CVCC 
Infinitive ስብኧር /sɨbərɨ/ CCVC ፍኧልኧግ /fɨələgɨ/ CVCVC መኣርኧክ /marəkɨ/ CVCVC 

Word formation from verbal stems is completed by attaching different affixes such 
as infinitive, gerund, person, gender, number, case, passive, tense/aspect, genitive, ac-
cusative, mood, etc. For example, from the verbal stem ነገር /nəgərɨ/, it is possible to gen-
erate the following words: ነገርኳቸው /nəgərɨkwatʃəwɨ ‘I told them’/, ተነገረች /tənəgərətʃɨ ‘she 
has been told’/, ነገረኝ /nəgərəɲɨ ‘he told me’/, ነገርሽው /nəgərɨʃɨwɨ ‘you told him’/, etc. Words 
generated from stems could have both prefixes and suffixes. For example, the word 
ስላልተደወለላቸውና /sɨlalɨtədəwələlatʃəwɨna/ has three prefixes (ስለ /sɨlə preposition/, አል /ʔəlɨ ne-
gation/, ተ /tə passivizer/), a perfective stem ደወል /dəwəlɨ/ and four suffixes (ኧ /ə/, ል /lɨ 
beneficative/, አቸው /ʔətʃəwɨ [3rd person, plural]/, ና /na conjunction/). Many words are also 
formed through inflectional process. Amharic nouns and adjectives are inflected with 
number, person, gender, definiteness, etc. to form many words in surface forms. Some 
Amharic functional words such as prepositions, conjunctions, etc. also undergo mor-
phological process to form variants. They exist either by merging with each other or by 
affixation with other words. For example, from the word ሌላ /lela ‘other’/ variants that 
could be generated include ሌላዎች /lelawətʃɨ/, የሌላ /jəlela/, ከሌላ /kəlela/, በሌላ /bəlela/, የሌሎች 
/jəlelotʃɨ/, ስለሌሎቻችን /sɨləlelotʃatʃɨnɨ/, ሌላው /lelawɨ/, etc. 

In general, the formation of thousands of words, especially from verbal roots makes 
the analysis, annotation and tagging of Amharic text a difficult task. This level of mor-
phological complexity has significantly contributed to the difficulty of producing lin-
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/ comedian - -
/mwat
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Not derived from
verbal root
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spective base characters. The alphabet is conveniently written in a tabular format of 
seven columns. The first column represents the basic form with vowel ኧ /ə/ and the other 
six orders represent modifications with vowels in the order of ኡ /ʔu/, ኢ /ʔi/, ኣ /ʔa/, ኤ /ʔe/, እ 
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/bu/, ቢ /bi/, ባ /ba/, ቤ /be/, ብ /bɨ/, and ቦ /bo/. Furthermore, there are labialized characters 
such as ቧ /bwa/, ሟ /mwa/, ቷ /twa/, ቋ /qwa/, ሯ /rwa/, etc. The language has also its own 
punctuations such as ‘።’ (full stop), ‘፣’ (comma), ‘፤’ (semicolon), ‘፥’ (colon), ‘፦’ (preface 
colon), etc. It also borrows some punctuation marks such as ‘?’ and ‘!’ from Latin alpha-
bet. Although Ethiopic alphabet has numeral system, the Arabic numeral system is rather 
most commonly used by Amharic. 

2.2. Amharic Morphology 
Amharic has complex morphology where many words could be generated through 

inflectional and derivational processes from other word forms. Many surface forms of 
words can be formed from a base form through complex affixation, reduplication, and 
Semitic stem interdigitation. Amharic words can be marked for a number of functions. 
For example, a verb can be marked for a combination of person, case, gender, number, 
tense, aspect, and mood. An Amharic word might take up to four prefixes and five suf-
fixes [18]. For example, the word ያላስተሳሰርኳቸውንና /jalasɨtəsasərɨkwatʃəwɨnɨna/ is 
constructed from four prefixes (የ /jə preposition/, አል /ʔəl   ɨ    negation/, አስ /ʔəsɨ 
causative/, ተ /tə recipro-cal/); the perfective verb (አሰር /ʔəsərɨ ‘tie’/); and four suffixes (ኩ /
ku first person singular subject marker for perfect verb/, አቸው /ʔətʃəwɨ third person plural 
object marker for per-fective verb/, ን /nɨ accusative/, and ና /na conjunction/). Thousands 
of words can be gener-ated from an Amharic root or its stems by changing the shape of 
characters in a stem or root, inserting vowels between root radicals, reduplicating one of 
the characters of the stem or word itself, and by adding affixes on stems [22]. There are 
multiple stem templates for verbal words. However, all variants have a single root 
representation template. The major-ity of words in the language are generated from verbal 
roots. Nouns, adjectives, and ad-verbs can be derived from verbal roots. The derivation of 
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involves stem formation followed by word formation. Amharic roots are the base of stems 
which in turn are the base of many surface forms of words (see Table 1). 

Table 1. Stem and word formation. 

Root Stem Word in Surface Form 

ን-ግ-ር /n-g-r/ 
ንገር /nɨgərɨ/ 
ናገር /nagərɨ/ 
ነግር /nəgɨrɨ/ 

ንገሩ /nɨgəru/, ንገረኝ /nɨgərə  ɲ  ɨ     /, መንገሬ /
mənɨgəre/, etc. ተናገር /tənagərɨ/, መናገራችን /
mənagəratʃɨnɨ/, etc. ሊነግረኝ /linəgɨrəɲɨ/, ሲነግራቸው /
sinəgɨratʃəwɨ/, etc. 

ል-ም-ድ /l-m-d/ 
ለመድ /ləmədɨ/ ለመደ /ləmədə/, ተለመደ /tələmədə/, etc. 
ላመድ /lamədɨ/ መላመዱ /məlamədu/, አላመደች /ʔəlamədətʃɨ/, etc. 
ልምድ /lɨmɨdɨ/ ልምዳችን /lɨmɨdatʃɨnɨ/, በልምዷ /bəlɨmɨdwa/, etc. 

ስ-ክ-ር /s-k-r/ 
ስካር /sɨkarɨ/ ስካሩ /sɨkaru/, በስካራቸው /bəsɨkaratʃəwɨ/, etc. 
ሰከር /səkərɨ/ ሰከረ /səkərə/, አሰከረ /ʔəsəkərə/, ሰከሩ /səkəru/, etc. 
ስከር /sɨkərɨ/ መስከር /məsɨkər/, አለመስከሬ /ʔələməsɨkəre/, ስከሩ /sɨkəru/, etc. 

Amharic verbal stems are formed from verbal roots by inserting vowels between 
radicals (consonants). For example, the verbal stems ንገር /nɨgərɨ/, ላመድ /lamədɨ/ and ሰከር 
/səkərɨ/ are derived from the verbal roots ን-ግ-ር /n-b-r/, ል-ም-ድ /l-m-d/ and ስ-ክ-ር /s-k-r/, re-
spectively. The patterns of these stem formations from the roots are ን-እ-ግ-ኧ-ር /n-ɨ-g-ə-r-ɨ/, 
ል-ኣ-ም-ኧ-ድ /l-a-m-ə-d-ɨ/, and ሰ-ኧ-ከ-ኧ-ር /s-ə-k-ə-r-ɨ/, respectively. Here ን /n/, ግ /g/, ር /r/, ል /l/, 
ም /m/, ድ /d/, ስ /s/, ክ /k/ and ር /r/ are consonants (C) whereas እ, ኧ, and ኣ are vowels (V). 
Depending on the types of verbs, stems are produced based on template structures in 
various forms such as perfective, imperfective, jussive, imperative, etc. [36]. For example, 
the template structures of tri-radicals verb types is presented in Table 2. 

Table 2. Templates of tri-radical verbs types. 

Verb Form 
ስ-ብ-ር /s-b-r/ ፍ-ልግ /f-l-g/ ም-ር-ክ /m-r-k/ 

Stem Template Stem Template  Stem Template 
Perfect ስኧብኧር /səbərɨ/ CVCVC ፍኧልኧግ /fələgɨ/ CVCVC መኣርኧክ /marəkɨ/ CVCVC 
Imperfect ስኧብር /səbɨrɨ/ CVCC ፍኧልግ /fəlɨgɨ/ CVCC መኣርክ /marɨkɨ/ CVCC 
Jussive ስብኧር /sɨbərɨ/ CCVC ፍኧልግ /fəlɨgɨ/ CVCC መኣርክ /marɨkɨ/ CVCC 
Gerund ስኧብር /səbɨrɨ/ CVCC ፍኧልግ /fəlɨgɨ/ CVCC መኣርክ /marɨkɨ/ CVCC 
Infinitive ስብኧር /sɨbərɨ/ CCVC ፍኧልኧግ /fɨələgɨ/ CVCVC መኣርኧክ /marəkɨ/ CVCVC 

Word formation from verbal stems is completed by attaching different affixes such 
as infinitive, gerund, person, gender, number, case, passive, tense/aspect, genitive, ac-
cusative, mood, etc. For example, from the verbal stem ነገር /nəgərɨ/, it is possible to gen-
erate the following words: ነገርኳቸው /nəgərɨkwatʃəwɨ ‘I told them’/, ተነገረች /tənəgərətʃɨ ‘she 
has been told’/, ነገረኝ /nəgərəɲɨ ‘he told me’/, ነገርሽው /nəgərɨʃɨwɨ ‘you told him’/, etc. Words 
generated from stems could have both prefixes and suffixes. For example, the word 
ስላልተደወለላቸውና /sɨlalɨtədəwələlatʃəwɨna/ has three prefixes (ስለ /sɨlə preposition/, አል /ʔəlɨ ne-
gation/, ተ /tə passivizer/), a perfective stem ደወል /dəwəlɨ/ and four suffixes (ኧ /ə/, ል /lɨ 
beneficative/, አቸው /ʔətʃəwɨ [3rd person, plural]/, ና /na conjunction/). Many words are also 
formed through inflectional process. Amharic nouns and adjectives are inflected with 
number, person, gender, definiteness, etc. to form many words in surface forms. Some 
Amharic functional words such as prepositions, conjunctions, etc. also undergo mor-
phological process to form variants. They exist either by merging with each other or by 
affixation with other words. For example, from the word ሌላ /lela ‘other’/ variants that 
could be generated include ሌላዎች /lelawətʃɨ/, የሌላ /jəlela/, ከሌላ /kəlela/, በሌላ /bəlela/, የሌሎች 
/jəlelotʃɨ/, ስለሌሎቻችን /sɨləlelotʃatʃɨnɨ/, ሌላው /lelawɨ/, etc. 

In general, the formation of thousands of words, especially from verbal roots makes 
the analysis, annotation and tagging of Amharic text a difficult task. This level of mor-
phological complexity has significantly contributed to the difficulty of producing lin-
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limited in scope. The unavailability of full-fledged low-level Amharic NLP tools makes it 
difficult to create annotated corpus automatically. Moreover, there is lack of standard 
reference collection making it a major impediment to the development of Amharic IR and 
NLP tools. The objective of this research work is: (1) to promote publicly accessible Am-
haric resources including a standard test collection for IR, morphologically annotated 
corpora and compiled stopwords list; and (2) to design Amharic IR system by investi-
gating the optimal representation of documents and queries considering both root-based 
and stem-based text representations.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes Amharic language 
and its morphology. Section 3 discusses related work. In Section 4, we present the pro-
posed Amharic IR system architecture along with various options to represent Amharic 
documents and queries. Section 5 presents the evaluation framework of the proposed 
Amharic adhoc retrieval system including the presentation of the resources and corpora, 
experimental setup, and experimental results. In Section 6, we present our conclusion 
and put forward further research directions. 

2. Amharic Language
2.1. Amharic Writing System

Amharic is the working language of the government of Ethiopia currently having an 
estimated population of over 117 million [34]. It is the second most commonly spoken 
Semitic language in the world after Arabic [35]. Although many languages are spoken in 
Ethiopia, Amharic is the lingua franca and the most literary language serving as a me-
dium of instruction in the education system of the country for a long period. Amharic 
uses Ethiopic alphabet and has 34 base characters along with modifications on the re-
spective base characters. The alphabet is conveniently written in a tabular format of 
seven columns. The first column represents the basic form with vowel ኧ /ə/ and the other 
six orders represent modifications with vowels in the order of ኡ /ʔu/, ኢ /ʔi/, ኣ /ʔa/, ኤ /ʔe/, እ 
/ʔɨ/, and ኦ /ʔo/. For example, the base character በ /bə/ has the following modifications: ቡ 
/bu/, ቢ /bi/, ባ /ba/, ቤ /be/, ብ /bɨ/, and ቦ /bo/. Furthermore, there are labialized characters 
such as ቧ /bwa/, ሟ /mwa/, ቷ /twa/, ቋ /qwa/, ሯ /rwa/, etc. The language has also its own 
punctuations such as ‘።’ (full stop), ‘፣’ (comma), ‘፤’ (semicolon), ‘፥’ (colon), ‘፦’ (preface 
colon), etc. It also borrows some punctuation marks such as ‘?’ and ‘!’ from Latin alpha-
bet. Although Ethiopic alphabet has numeral system, the Arabic numeral system is rather 
most commonly used by Amharic. 

2.2. Amharic Morphology 
Amharic has complex morphology where many words could be generated through 

inflectional and derivational processes from other word forms. Many surface forms of 
words can be formed from a base form through complex affixation, reduplication, and 
Semitic stem interdigitation. Amharic words can be marked for a number of functions. 
For example, a verb can be marked for a combination of person, case, gender, number, 
tense, aspect, and mood. An Amharic word might take up to four prefixes and five suf-
fixes [18]. For example, the word ያላስተሳሰርኳቸውንና /jalasɨtəsasərɨkwat     ʃ           əwɨnɨna/ is 
constructed from four prefixes (የ /jə preposition/, አል /ʔəlɨ negation/, አስ /ʔəsɨ causative/, 
ተ /tə recipro-cal/); the perfective verb (አሰር /ʔəsərɨ ‘tie’/); and four suffixes (ኩ /ku first 
person singular subject marker for perfect verb/, አቸው /ʔətʃəwɨ third person plural object 
marker for per-fective verb/, ን /nɨ accusative/, and ና /na conjunction/). Thousands of 
words can be gener-ated from an Amharic root or its stems by changing the shape of 
characters in a stem or root, inserting vowels between root radicals, reduplicating one of 
the characters of the stem or word itself, and by adding affixes on stems [22]. There are 
multiple stem templates for verbal words. However, all variants have a single root 
representation template. The major-ity of words in the language are generated from verbal 
roots. Nouns, adjectives, and ad-verbs can be derived from verbal roots. The derivation of 
words from verbal roots usually 
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Ethiopia, Amharic is the lingua franca and the most literary language serving as a me-
dium of instruction in the education system of the country for a long period. Amharic 
uses Ethiopic alphabet and has 34 base characters along with modifications on the re-
spective base characters. The alphabet is conveniently written in a tabular format of 
seven columns. The first column represents the basic form with vowel ኧ /ə/ and the other 
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punctuations such as ‘።’ (full stop), ‘፣’ (comma), ‘፤’ (semicolon), ‘፥’ (colon), ‘፦’ (preface 
colon), etc. It also borrows some punctuation marks such as ‘?’ and ‘!’ from Latin alpha-
bet. Although Ethiopic alphabet has numeral system, the Arabic numeral system is rather 
most commonly used by Amharic. 
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words can be formed from a base form through complex affixation, reduplication, and 
Semitic stem interdigitation. Amharic words can be marked for a number of functions. 
For example, a verb can be marked for a combination of person, case, gender, number, 
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causative/, ተ /tə recipro-cal/); the perfective verb (አሰር /ʔəsərɨ ‘tie’/); and four suffixes (ኩ /
ku first person singular subject marker for perfect verb/, አቸው /ʔətʃəwɨ third person plural 
object marker for per-fective verb/, ን /nɨ accusative/, and ና /na conjunction/). Thousands 
of words can be gener-ated from an Amharic root or its stems by changing the shape of 
characters in a stem or root, inserting vowels between root radicals, reduplicating one of 
the characters of the stem or word itself, and by adding affixes on stems [22]. There are 
multiple stem templates for verbal words. However, all variants have a single root 
representation template. The major-ity of words in the language are generated from verbal 
roots. Nouns, adjectives, and ad-verbs can be derived from verbal roots. The derivation of 
words from verbal roots usually 
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2.1. Amharic Writing System

Amharic is the working language of the government of Ethiopia currently having an 
estimated population of over 117 million [34]. It is the second most commonly spoken 
Semitic language in the world after Arabic [35]. Although many languages are spoken in 
Ethiopia, Amharic is the lingua franca and the most literary language serving as a me-
dium of instruction in the education system of the country for a long period. Amharic 
uses Ethiopic alphabet and has 34 base characters along with modifications on the re-
spective base characters. The alphabet is conveniently written in a tabular format of 
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colon), etc. It also borrows some punctuation marks such as ‘?’ and ‘!’ from Latin alpha-
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most commonly used by Amharic. 
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ku first person singular subject marker for perfect verb/, አቸው /ʔətʃəwɨ third person plural 
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of words can be gener-ated from an Amharic root or its stems by changing the shape of 
characters in a stem or root, inserting vowels between root radicals, reduplicating one of 
the characters of the stem or word itself, and by adding affixes on stems [22]. There are 
multiple stem templates for verbal words. However, all variants have a single root 
representation template. The major-ity of words in the language are generated from verbal 
roots. Nouns, adjectives, and ad-verbs can be derived from verbal roots. The derivation of 
words from verbal roots usually 
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The stem-based and root-based corpora annotations were performed using stem-based
and root-based lexicons, respectively. The lexicons were annotated manually whereas doc-
uments in the corpus were annotated automatically. Each lexicon contains surface words
and their respective annotation forms. Each word in each document was replaced by the
corresponding morphologically annotated form using Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Procedure for morphological annotation.

Input: stem-based lexicon and row text corpus
Output: stem-based annotated Corpus
Open a lexicon and read line by line
For i→1 to length of document in the corpus:

Open document D[i] and read words in the document
For j→ 1 to number of words in document D[i]:

For k 1 to number of lines in the lexicon:
Segment line[k] into two using comma
If a word(j,Di)==Lexicon_word [0][k]:

Word(j,Di)= Lexicon_word[1][k]
End if

End for
End for

End for

5.2. Implementation and Measures

Various experiments were carried out after creating morphologically annotated Amharic
text corpora which could be used as benchmarks for developing and evaluating the per-
formance of IR and NLP systems. Python was used for the preprocessing tasks, while
indexing and retrieving were performed using Lemur toolkit. The retrieval effectiveness
was evaluated automatically using trec_eval tool. Precision-recall curves, precision (P) at a
certain level of cut-off (P@5, P@10, P@15 and P@20) and Mean Average Precision (MAP)
were used to measure retrieval effectiveness as it is usually the case in IR. Four word
embedding models (CBOW and Skip-gram models for stem-based and root-based text
representation) were created offline using word2vec by tuning default parameter values.
These models were used for query expansion.

5.3. Results
5.3.1. Stopword Identification and Removal

Identification and removal of stopwords are the two preprocessing tasks in many IR
systems. In the past, few researches were conducted for creating Amharic stopwords [31].
The stopword lists constructed in this research are evaluated using Lemur on Amharic
IR test collection. The removal of stopwords has significant impact on the retrieval ef-
fectiveness and index size. For example, the retrieval effectiveness of stem-based and
root-based text representations with and without stopwords are presented in Table 8. As
shown in Table 8, removal of stopwords has positive impact both in case of stem-based
and root-based retrievals. For the sake of comparison between stem-based and root-based
text retrieval, stem-based stopword list is created based on morpheme statistics (frequency,
mean, variance, and entropy) considering the stem-based morphologically annotated cor-
pus such as the case of root-based stopword list. In the rest of the experiments, we removed
stopwords from stem-based and root-based corpora using our stem-based and root-based
stopword lists.
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Table 8. Stem-based and root-based retrieval with and without stopwords on 2AIRTC.

Metrics
Stem-Based Root-Based

With Stopword Without Stopword With Stopword Without Stopword

AMP 0.14 0.51 0.24 0.70
NDCG 0.37 0.71 0.50 0.86
bpref 0.15 0.48 0.27 0.66

R-prec 0.17 0.49 0.29 0.65

The overall impact of stopwords and the comparison between stem-based and root-
based retrievals are indicated in Figure 2. The top two curves in red and blue represent
the root-based and stem-based retrieval, respectively after stopword removal while the
bottom two curves (in green and yellow) represent root-based and stem-based retrieval,
respectively, with stopwords. Test results have shown that stopword removal improves the
effectiveness of Amharic IR on stem-based and root-based text representations. Root-based
text representation with stopword removal yields the best results.
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5.3.2. Test Retrieval Results of Word-Based, Stem-Based and Root-Based Retrieval

Three experiments were conducted for word-based, stem-based, and root-based re-
trievals. The aim of the experiments was to investigate the effectiveness of morphological
analysis (i.e., stem vs. root) on Amharic language. Table 9 reports the effects of morphologi-
cal analysis on Amharic retrieval effectiveness.

Table 9. Word-based, stem-based, root-based retrieval.

Text Representation
Precision

NDCG
P@5 P@10 P@15 P@20 MAP

Word 0.56 0.49 0.44 0.40 0.43 0.47
Stem 0.62 0.53 0.47 0.43 0.57 0.71
Root 0.79 0.70 0.61 0.55 0.70 0.86
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We can observe that morphological analysis has an impact on retrieval effectiveness,
both stem and root-based retrievals are more effective than word-based retrieval. The
root-based retrieval is the best of the three text representations. As expected, the retrieval
effectiveness of the three text representations decreases from precision at 5 documents
(P@5) to precision at 20 documents (P@20) also due to the scarcity of relevant documents in
the test collection. Root-based retrieval achieves 0.70 for P@20 while stem-based retrieval is
0.53 and word-based retrieval is 0.56.

Figure 3 depicts the overall recall-precision (R-P) curves for the stem-based and root-
based text representations. The top line (in blue) is the root-based retrieval effectiveness,
whereas the bottom line (in red) is the stem-based one. In this figure, we could see that the
performance of the root-based representation is better than stem-based representation at
any level of recall.
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5.3.3. Query Expansion Using Word Embedding

CBOW and Skip-gram learning algorithms were trained by tuning the default parame-
ter settings into the following same values: vector size (300), min_count (7), iter (400), alpha
(0.05) and negative (20). By experiment, we found that the best performing window size of
CBOW (resp. Skip-gram) are 3 (resp.7). The retrieval effectiveness of the proposed Amharic
IR system before and after query expansion are presented in Table 10.

Table 10. Amharic IR before and after query expansion.

Retrieval Type Technique
Retrieval Effectiveness

P@5 P@10 MAP R-P NDCG

Retrieval before query
expansion

Stem-based 0.62 0.53 0.57 0.4935 0.71
Root-based 0.79 0.70 0.70 0.5826 0.86

Retrieval after query
expansion

Stem-based CBOW 0.3929 0.3482 0.3159 0.3162 0.5450
Stem-based Skip-gram 0.4018 0.3597 0.3176 0.3175 0.5498
Root-based CBOW 0.4507 0.3973 0.4052 0.3842 0.6650
Root-based skip-gram 0.4434 0.3833 0.3983 0.3608 0.6564
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5.4. Discussion
5.4.1. Comparison of Stem-Based and Root-Based Text Representations

When considering average results as depicted in the previous section, the root-based
text representation retrieves more relevant documents than the stem-based and word-based
text representations. This is certainly because the root-based text representation filters out
non-relevant documents more accurately than stem-based and word-based. For example,
consider the following queries:

1. /jU
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k’at ‘Alshebab terrorist attack’/

The aforementioned queries have retrieval precision as shown in Table 11. Test re-
sults indicate that precisions at 5 and 10 are higher for root-based representation than
for stem-based.

Table 11. Precision for stem-based and root-based representation.

Query
Stem-Based Root-Based

P@5 P@10 P@5 P@10

1 0.00 0.30 1.00 1.00
2 0.60 0.60 1.00 1.00
3 0.20 0.30 0.60 0.60
4 1.00 0.50 1.00 0.80
5 0.20 0.20 1.00 0.80

The word-based and stem-based methods miss more relevant documents since they
could not handle some morphological variations. For example, searching using the stem

- /sUbUr
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- ‘break’/ misses documents containing the stem - /sUbar
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- ‘break’/. Despite the stem-based representation could not
conflate all variants, it improves retrieval effectiveness to some extent. However, it affects
the actual term frequency of some word classes which results in loss of the rank of relevant
retrieved documents. For example, the frequency of the three stems and roots of variants in
a given document are presented in Table 12. We can see that the frequency of root is higher
than the frequency of stem.

Table 12. Frequency of stem and root in a sample document.

Concept
Frequency

Stem Root Actual

Action 4 10 10
Dignity 3 7 7
Belief 5 11 11

When looking at the results from which Figure 3 is derived, we found that some
relevant documents are retrieved using the root-based representation but not by the stem-
based one. Some non-relevant documents are retrieved by the stem-based representation
but not by the root-based one. For example, for the query ‘ /jU
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‘air pollution’/’ the root-based retrieval returns 10 relevant documents in the top 10,
while the stem-based text representation returns only 3 relevant documents in the top 10.
The reasons are the three strong sides of root over stem as described in what follows.

i. Root can conflate all morphologically variants to one common root. For example,
the stems of variants /sUbUrU/, /s
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This creates vocabulary mismatch. Many words have similar cases in Amharic.
However, all variants have one common root - - /s-b-r/. Therefore, the root-based
representation increases the term frequency which usually leads to better retrieval
result and rank.

ii. Root does not conflate semantically unrelated words to a common form. However,
this is not the case for the stem-based representation which may conflate semantically
unrelated words to a common form. For example, /gUdUl
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/ is the stem of the
verb /gUdUlU ‘he killed’/ and the noun /gUdUlot
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‘cracks’/. The verb
/sigUd
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inflectional and derivational processes from other word forms. Many surface forms of 
words can be formed from a base form through complex affixation, reduplication, and 
Semitic stem interdigitation. Amharic words can be marked for a number of functions. 
For example, a verb can be marked for a combination of person, case, gender, number, 
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characters in a stem or root, inserting vowels between root radicals, reduplicating one of 
the characters of the stem or word itself, and by adding affixes on stems [22]. There are 
multiple stem templates for verbal words. However, all variants have a single root 
representation template. The major-ity of words in the language are generated from verbal 
roots. Nouns, adjectives, and ad-verbs can be derived from verbal roots. The derivation of 
words from verbal roots usually 

‘as he kills’/ and the noun /gUd
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-/. This leads to retrieval of non-relevant documents when using stems, which
decreases precision.

iii. The retrieval results of the stem-based representation depend on the query word
variants, while the root-based representation does not. The root-based representation
performs equally for all the variants of the query terms. However, the stem-based rep-
resentation returns different results in different ranks. Users would certainly construct
the same information need using different queries, using different word variants.
However, in Amharic, query terms of word variants might not be similar after stem-
ming. For example, a query ‘the causes of air pollution’ could be constructed as ‘
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/’. In stem-based representation, the two queries
have { , , , } and { , , , } query terms, respectively, in
which case the system retrieves different results. In the case of root-based representa-
tion, the two queries have the same set of query terms { , , - - , }, which
guarantees the same retrieval result.

Several queries may be formulated by users with variants of words. To investigate the
effect of stems of variants of words in queries on the overall Amharic IR, we created an
alternative form of each query in our test collection and made the comparison between the
two options. The two stem-based forms represent variants of words in users’ queries. All
possible options of a query formulated from variants of words have the same root-based
representation though they might have more than one stem representation. As depicted in
Figure 4, the two query options in stem-based representation performed differently on the
same test collection, but performed equally in case of root-based representation. The top
curve (in green) is the root-based retrieval whereas the remaining two are the stem-based
retrievals. The stem-based retrieval curves might be even changed if our queries in the
topic set are constructed just by changing only variants of one or more words in each query.

5.4.2. Comparison of Amharic IR before and after Query Expansion

Stem-based and root-based retrieval effectiveness before and after query expansion
are investigated on the same corpus using the same retrieval model that is LM. Figure 5
depicted the overall retrieval effectiveness of Amharic IR system with and without query
expansion on the same test collection and retrieval mode. The red, blue, aqua, purple,
yellow and green colors represent root-based retrieval without query expansion, stem-
based retrieval without query expansion, root-based retrieval after query expansion using
Skip-gram, root-based retrieval after query expansion using CBOW, stem-based retrieval
after query expansion using CBOW, and stem-based retrieval after query expansion using
Skip-gram algorithm. As shown in Table 10 and Figure 5, Amharic IR retrieval after query
expansion is less than conventional retrieval. Some expanded terms of an initial query term
are related syntactically rather than semantically. These syntactical related terms affect
the retrieval effectiveness of Amharic IR. For example, the city name /bah
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is expanded with other city names /mUk’Ule/, /hawasa/, /gon
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cussing about these cities though they are irrelevant to the user need. Many cases such
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as these exist in the corpus which leads to performance decrement. The other reason for
low performance is ambiguity of some terms. For example, the stem of the words
/s
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‘the horse’ or ‘they are destroyed’/ is /fUrUs
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Uf Uru ‘the soil’
or ‘they are ashamed’/. Many cases such as these occur in the language. This has shown
negative impact on retrieval result. As shown in figure, CBOW and Skip-gram algorithms
perform closely except CBOW performs better slightly on stem-based text representation.

Even though root-based query expansion is lower than conventional retrieval, it is
slightly better than stem-based retrieval. The reason is that the probability of the root of
a word appearing with the root of a related word is greater than or equal to the stems of
related words.
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due to the complexity of the language, the stem-based, and citation form, and n-gram
models do not work well.

In our experiments, we found that roots are more powerful for Amharic IR than
stems. Other authors suggested stem-based as the best option. Alemayehu and Willett [25]
investigated the effects of the stem and root-based text representations on Amharic IR. The
finding was that the stem-based is better than root-based representation. The justification
was that many Amharic words have common root though they are semantically unrelated.
The report states that stem-based improves retrieval effectiveness in terms of rejecting
irrelevant documents that could be retrieved by the root-based method. As a result, [25]
reject root-based representation. However, their research has some limitations; the main
issue being the way they represented roots. For example, for the root representation of the
word /z
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/ was considered as the root form of both /motU ‘he died’/ and
/mUta ‘he hit’/, which should have been - - /m-w-t/ and - /m-t/, respectively.

Such inaccurate text representations would significantly affect the retrieval performance.
Previously, the impact of query expansion using word embedding was evaluated and
obtained 0.23 MAP [50]. We obtained better precision both in case of CBOW and Skip-gram
models on stem-based and root-based corpora (see Table 10). One of the main reason is
we handle the unique morphological characteristics of Amharic language and following
slightly different Amharic IR system design from conventional IR system design. Moreover,
we used LM and run more queries on the test collection.

5.4.4. Comparison with Google Amharic Search Engine

The Google Amharic search engine is based on stems. It returns different retrieval
results in different ranks for the same query using different variants of the query words.
This is the same for our stem-based representation. For example, Google search results
for the queries /jU
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‘fracturing of bone’/ are different though the same concept is expressed
via different variants. The top 4 search results for both queries are shown in Table 13. Our
text representations differ from Google search engine into two ways:

i. Google is based on both basic stems and derived stems. It returns different results for
basic stem and derived stem queries though they are semantically similar. However,
in our research the stem-based representation is based on basic stems only; we thus
acquire the same retrieval results for both basic stems and derived stems. For example,
retrieving using the basic - /sUbUr
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characters in a stem or root, inserting vowels between root radicals, reduplicating one of 
the characters of the stem or word itself, and by adding affixes on stems [22]. There are 
multiple stem templates for verbal words. However, all variants have a single root 
representation template. The major-ity of words in the language are generated from verbal 
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words from verbal roots usually 

- ‘break’/ returns documents containing derived
stems such as - /mUsUbUr
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roots. Nouns, adjectives, and ad-verbs can be derived from verbal roots. The derivation of 
words from verbal roots usually 

- ‘to break’/, - /sUbabUr
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words can be formed from a base form through complex affixation, reduplication, and 
Semitic stem interdigitation. Amharic words can be marked for a number of functions. 
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words from verbal roots usually 

- ‘break repeatedly’/, -
/tUsUbUr
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words can be formed from a base form through complex affixation, reduplication, and 
Semitic stem interdigitation. Amharic words can be marked for a number of functions. 
For example, a verb can be marked for a combination of person, case, gender, number, 
tense, aspect, and mood. An Amharic word might take up to four prefixes and five suf-
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the characters of the stem or word itself, and by adding affixes on stems [22]. There are 
multiple stem templates for verbal words. However, all variants have a single root 
representation template. The major-ity of words in the language are generated from verbal 
roots. Nouns, adjectives, and ad-verbs can be derived from verbal roots. The derivation of 
words from verbal roots usually 

- ‘is broken’/, and - /
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- ‘he is the cause of breaking’/.
ii. Google does not employ roots to represent verbs and words derived from them.

However, root is the best word form to conflate all variants.

Table 13. The top 4 search results from Google Amharic for two queries.

Query
/‘the state of bone being fractured’/ /‘fracturing of bone’/

Retrieval Result

-YouTube
-Amharic search engine

-
-
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5.4.5. Comparison of LM and BM25

We compared the performance of language modeling (LM) and BM25 using the
root-based text representation. Although LM is considered as a strong baseline for IR in
different languages, previous Amharic IR research was based on vector space [25,26,55] but
not on LM. We used KL-divergence (LM) with default parameters (i.e., Dirichlet priority
smoothing method (1000) and Interpolate smoothing strategies µ = 2000) and BM25 with
the following parameters values: BM25 k1 = 1.2; BM25 B = 0.75; BM25 K3 = 1000; TF
weighting = 0.5 and number of feedback = 50. As depicted in Figure 6, the LM line graph
(in red) is above the BM25 (in blue) graph. Both precision and recall values of LM are higher
than BM25 at different levels. This is certainly because of the capability of LM to capture
words dependency and estimate the probability distribution of a query in each document.
LM seems to be better for Amharic language retrieval.
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5.4.6. Comparison with Other Semitic Languages

Semitic languages have a complex morphology. In many retrieval systems developed
for Semitic languages, the common trend to analyze texts is to make use of stemming. For
example, a comparison between the effects of stem and root on Arabic IR was carried on
in [8,13,37]. Even though the stem-based representation misses some relevant documents,
it was found to be better than root-based representation. It was reported that the root-
based representation retrieves many non-relevant documents. In Amharic stem-based
representation misses many relevant documents and retrieves non-relevant documents.
The root-based representation increases the retrieval of relevant documents and minimizes
the retrieval of non-relevant documents to a user query.

The retrieval performance of the proposed system may be further improved by using
NLP tools such as co-reference resolution, anaphora resolution, word sense disambiguation
and spelling checker. Since these Amharic NLP tools are unavailable in usable form, we
were unable to integrate them into our system. This limitation might have affected the
retrieval performance. On the other hand, the result of query expansion using neural word
embedding can be improved by increasing the dataset.

6. Conclusions

Amharic is a morphologically complex and under-resourced language. This poses
tremendous challenges for natural language processing and information retrieval. The
complexity of Amharic makes it difficult to transfer existing NLP tools developed for
other languages to Amharic. Although Amharic is a working language for more than
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117 million people, the scarcity of standard IR corpora and resources limited research and
development works in processing Amharic text. In this paper, we present a study on
plausible text representation for Amharic IR. We performed morphological analysis for
handling variation while indexing and retrieving text documents in an adhoc task. It is
shown that the morphology of the language affects the retrieval effectiveness of Amharic
IR. Through experiments, we found that the root-based text representation is better than
the stem-based one. Root-based is shown to be robust for conflating variants and retrieving
more relevant documents. Another major contribution of our research is the construction
of corpora and resources for IR and related researches that could be used as a standard
reference. We built an Amharic IR test collection, stopword list and morphologically
annotated corpora, which are valuable and important to foster research in Amharic IR.
Future work is directed at the use of word sense disambiguation to resolve term ambiguities
that occur during query expansion.
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Notations
The following notations are used in this article.

1 first person
2 second person
3 third person
s singular
p plural
pre preposition
foc focus
nom nominative
conj conjunction
neg negative
gen genitive
def definite marker
adj adjectivizer
ncmp negative complement
pos possessive
m masculine
pas passive
pal palatalizater
inf infinitive
cau causative
com complement
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እንዳይንቀሳቀስ አድርገን የሕክምና እርዳታ ማግኘት እስከሚችል ድረስ እንዲያርፍ ማድረግ አለብን፡፡ ጉዳተኛውን ወደ ተሻለ 
ቦታ መውሰድ ወይም የሕክምና እርዳታ ሊያገኝ ወደሚችልበት ቦታ ማጓጓዝ ካስፈለገ፣ ከፍተኛ ጥንቃቄ መደረግ አለበት፤ 
እንዲህ ዓይነት ጉዳት የገጠመውን ሰው ስናጓጉዘው ምንም ሊያንቀሳቅሰው በማይችል አልጋ ወይም ቃሬዛ ላይ ጭነነው መሆን 
አለበት፡፡ ችግሩ በእግር ላይ ከሆነ፣ ሙሉ የእግር መዋቅር ምንም እንቅስቃሴ እንዳያደርግ ተደርጎ በተለያዩ ቁሶች መታሰር 
አለበት፡፡ ምንም ዓይነት ቁስ በእጃችን ባይገኝ እንኳን ስብራት ካልገጠመው ጤነኛ እግር ጋር ድጋፍ እንዲሆነው ተደርጎ 
ተጣምሮ መታሰር አለበት፡፡ ስብራቱ ከገጠመው አካል በላይ እና በታች እንዲሁም መጋጠሚያ ጋር ንቅናቄን እንዳይፈጥር 
አድርገን ማሰር አለብን፡፡ ሁኔታውን በየጊዜው በመከታተል የማስተካከያ እርምጃ ማድረግ ተገቢ ነው፡፡ ቶለ ከታከመ ስብራቱ 
ቀስ በቀስ ይገጥማል ፡፡ ለዚህ ችግር መጀመሪያ መደረግ ያለበት የተሰበረውን አጥንት ወደ ቦታው በመመለስ እንደ ሸምበቆ 
ወይም እንጨት ያሉ ቁሶችን ተጠቅሞ እንዳይንቀሳቀስ ወይም እንዳይነቃነቁ አድርጎ ማሰር ነው፡፡ ቁስለቱን እንደ ማንኛውም 
ቁስል በማፅዳት እና በንፁህ ጨርቅ በመጠቅለል ወደ ሕክምና እስከምንደርስ ድረስ መከታተል ነው፡፡ በዚህ መልኩ እርዳታ 
ያገኘ ተጎጂ እራሱን ከእንቅስቃሴ በመግታት ማገገም መቻል አለበት፤ አለበለዚያ ሁኔታው ሊባባስ ይችላል፡፡ ሁለተኛው 
ደግሞ የሰውነታችንን የሥጋ ክፍል ዘልቆ ሳይገባ ወይም ቁስለት ሳይፈጥር የሚገጥመን የማይታይ የአጥንት መሰበር ወይም 
መሰንጠቅ ነው፡፡ ሁኔታውን ለመረዳት ስዕሎቹን ተመልከቱ፤ በጉዳት ወቅት የሚከተሉት ምልክቶች የአጥንት መሰበርን 
ወይም መሰንጠቅን ሊጠቁመን ይችላሉ፡፡ አደጋው ባጋጠመን አካል ወይም ቦታ ላይ ፡- ከፍተኛ ህመም, በቆዳችን ላይ 
የሚፈጠር የቀለም ለውጥ, እብጠት, ቅርፅ ለውጥ፡፡ ሌላው ስብራት ሊገጥመን የሚችልበት ስብራቶች በሚታከሙበት ወይም 
ወደቀድሞ ይዞታቸው ለመመለስ በሚሞከርበት ጊዜ ነው፡፡ ስብራቶች በሚታከሙበት ወይም ወደቀድሞ ይዞታቸው 
ለመመለስ በሚሞከርበት ጊዜ የሕመም ስቃያቸው ከባድ ስለሚሆን፣ ተጎጂው ራሱን ስቶ የሚገኝ ከሆነ ሳይነቃ በፍጥነት 
ተስተካክለው መልክ ቢይዙ የሚመረጥ ነው፡፡ ስብራትን ለመደገፍ የምንጠቀማቸው የተለያዩ ቁሶች ሰውነት እያበጠ ሲመጣ 
ህመም ሊፈጥሩ ስለሚችሉ፣ ለስላሳ የሆኑ ነገሮች በገላና በመደገፊያዎቹ መካከል ብንጎዘጉዝ ሕመሙን ይቀንሰዋል፡፡ 
እንዲሁም የውጥረት መጠኑን ክትትል በማድረግ የደም ዝውውርን እንዳይገታ ማላላት ያስፈልጋል፡፡ ስብራት ተስተካክሎ 
አንዴ ከታሰረም በኃላ እንዳይንቀሳቀስ ተደርጎ በደንብ መታሰር አለበት፤ ነገር ግን ምንጊዜም የደም ዝውውር ላይ ዕክል 
እንዳይፈጥር በመከታተል የማላላት እርምት መወሰድ መዘንጋት የለብንም፡፡ 
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